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Editorial 
We begin 1985 by first saluting the 
1984 National Champs, St. Louis 
Pantera's Tunas and the Santa 
Barbara Women Condors. 

We follow that by saying that the 

sport is happening. We increased our 
membership by SO%, much of the 
tredit goes to the many unsung sec
tional coordinators around the 
country. 

Communication is the heart of any 
group and in some areas the news
letter has been remiss. For the last 
two years the central region has 
produced 3 national champs and yet 
a majority of UP A have little or no 
knowledge of who those people are. 
The southern region suffers from the 
same lack of info. 

Hopefully, we can improve the 
communication gap by having region
al editors. We need to have someone 
cover both men's and \\UDlell's events. 
This person need not always write 
articles but at least make sure that 
they are covered You would also 
need to talk to photographers and 
have them send us their photos. If 
you're interested in making the news
letter part of your life, call your 
regional coordinator and ~ involved 

The next deadline is March 1 S. 

Announcement 
The annual eut oout captain's meetina and 
coBector's coovemoo will be held at S. U.N.Y. 
Purchase's Humanities the~ 011 Sunday 
February 17th. The meetina starts at 12 
noon. Every captain on the east coast should 
plan 011 attending. Many important matters ..._ 
will be discussed and acted on. 

The UP A is taking bids for the 1985 National 
Ultimate Champiooships. Those interested 
should organize their thoughts early so that a 
well-planned effort can be staged. 

There has been a ~or effort put forth to 
alter the weekend of the Nationals so that the 
North East, Central and Mid-Atlantic regioos 
can host the tournament. So, if you or your 
club is interested in hosting the "big'' tourney, 
make sw-e you include in your bid date which 
you would like. 

Included in your bid should be a list of 
adequate field space (at least 6 fields), a list 
c:J accommodations, hotels, etc., shower 
facilities, a history c:J your tournament organ
izational experience and any other relevant 
info. that will help in the selection c:J your site 
for Nationals. 

Please submit all bids to: 
Brian Murphy 

ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION 

MEN' NATIONAL DIRECI'OR 
Brian Murphy, P.O. Box 7575, Greenwich, 
CT06836 
(203)661-1572 (home) 

U.P.A. TREASURER 
Carney Foy, P.O. Box 2600, Mesa, AZ 
85204 
(602) 892-1010 (home) 

NORTHEAST 
MEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Steve Mooney, 2 Newell St., Cambridge, 
MA02140 
(617) 868-6194 

WOMEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Jane Lowell. 205 Rawaa:t Rd., •• , Brtdline, 
MA02146 
(617) 5~824 (Heme) (617) 821-1106 
x 7104 (work) 

CENTRAL 

WOMEN'SNATIONALD~OR 
Suzanne Fields, 56 Rutland St., Watertown, 
MA02172 
(617) 926-2269 (home) 727-7170 (wort) 

WESTERN 

NEWSLE1TER EDITOR 
Bart Merrill 
P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
(80S) 968-1688 

MID-ATLANTIC 
MEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Eric Simon, 632-A S. 15th St. , .ArliJl&t.on, 
VA22202 
(703) 521-6918 (home) 
(202) 8S1-8SS9 (wort) 

WOMEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Betsy Storey, 33 Kina St., Morristown, NJ 
07960 
(201) 428-5257 S38~20S 

SOUTHERN 

MEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Stephen Smith, 1415 South Pickwick, 
Sprinafield, MO 65804 

MEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Ken Foote, 761 Grace Court, Livermore, 
CA 94SSO 
(415) 443-5213 

MEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
David Schumann, 411 S.W. 2nd St., ._4 
Gainesville, Fla 32601 
(904) 375-3892 (417) 8624151 (Home) 

WOMEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Tree Vandenberg, 207~ N. Harrison. E. 
Lanaina, MI 
(S 17) 332-5617 
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WOMEN'S REGIONAL COORDINATOR 
Molly Maloney, 295 East 46th, Eugene, OR 
97405 
(503) 344-2482 

WOMEN'S SO. COORDINATOR 
Tammy Pellicane, 60S N.W. 32nd Place, 
Gainesville, Fla 32601 
(904) 371-6749 

Tom Heimann makes the catch despite pressure from Bob Sick. 

1984 Men's Nadonals St. Louis Makes It Happen 
by Peter Norvig 

Santa Barbara, Ca. has long been a haven for frisbee players, 
particularly Ultimate players. It has been the site of countless frisbee 
tournaments, and now it has been the site of the Nationals. As it turned 
out, the home field advantage was not enough to power the Condors 
past the Bay Area Flying Circus, nor was the home region advantage 
enough for the Circus, as the St. Louis Tunas took the title, 21-18. 
TOtiiUmelltS...p 

The teams were divided into two pools of five. Pool A had the 
defending champion Chicago Wmdy City, the Bay Area Flying 
Circus, Kaboom!, from NYC, The Gang from New Jersey, and the 
Gainesville Fat Women. Pool B had the Santa Barbara Condors, the 
St. Louis Tunas, Boston's Rude Boys, D.C.'s Static Disc:, and the 
Miami Refugees. Preliminary round-robin games would be played to 
19 points, with the semifinals and fmals to 21. There was also a time 
limit on games, but this did not tum out to be an important factor. 

It was hard to decide which pool was stronger, the uwtinp had been 
thrown off because of several upsets in the Regional playoffs. The 
Condors, Windy City and Rude Boys had all been expected to win their 
regions, but each finished second. Except for Miami, who were just 
happy to be there, every team had been to Nationals before. Pre
tournament talk meotioned mostly Windy City, Static, and the Circus 
as favorites. 
Frlday'aO..... 

The opening round included a rematch of the 1982 National finals: 
the Rudies apinst the Tunas. The Rudies turned the disc over four 
times in a row to open the game, and the Tunas were perfect on dfense: 
s~ lead. They increased the lead to 8-2, and then the Rudies took over, 
taking a 10-9 lead at halftime. The Tunas came back and lead for most 
c:ithe second half. The Rudies were Mble to catch up and tie at 16-16, 

but three quick pis made it a 19-16 Tuna victory. 
Another big first round matchup was the Condors vs. Static. The 

Condors overcame an early S-2 deficit but rallied to sieze a big halftime 
lead. Static could never get close. The final was 18-13 Coodors. The 
Gang faced Kaboom! and in the sunny skies and calm air Kaboom! was 
able to go over the Gana's zone. Kaboom! cruised to an 18-14 win. 
Circus had an easy time with the Fat Women, winning 19-10. 

In second round action. the Rudies came out flat against Miami, who 
jumped to a 4-1 lead. This could be explained by the Rudies 
disappointment at losing the first game, but the amazing thing was that 
Miami refused to fold. They held on to a 10-8 halftime lead. 

Alan Cave was as bummed out as the rest c:ithe Rudies, but he took 
time to notice that "these guys are great sports." Miami handled the 
pressw-e very well for an inexperienced team. Some of the Refugees 
had only a backhand throw- no sidearm- which is rare at this level of 
play. Still, these players were able to fit in and make their contribution. 
With enough athletic ability and desire, disc skills are not so important. 

The Rudies are good sports too, and this was one of the cleanest 
games in the tournament. At one point the Rudies lined up with eight 
men 011 defense, and no Miami player noticed. The Rude Boy sideline 
did, and one Rudie graciously volunteered to run on the field and pull 
Moons off. 

Miami wu still leading at 16-1 S, when Keith Armstrong got a block 
to tie it, and Toby Lou came up with another block and threw his 
characteristic sweeping air bounce for the ~ahead goal. The Rudies 
scored 011 their last four possessions to win 19-16. 

Tbe biggest game in this time slot was the Tunas-Condors match. 
Both teams are known for fast hard running and tough defense. The 
Condors traditionally have no 'stars;' they use all their players. Lately 
Kaye Nakae has been especially effective for them. St. Louis has just 
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the opposite approach. with two men, Doua Parrish and Tom 
Heimann, doing most c1 the disc handling Fortunately for the Tunas, 
these two have enough speed and stamina to do the job. 

The Condors got out to a 2-llead, but bad problema pushing the next 
one in. They must have thrown thirty passes before Ted Roach scored 
to make it 3-1. The next point was even loqer, with five t:urnoven 
before Bozeman scored for S.B. St. Louis was getting bloc:b on 
defense, but throwing it away each time they got it. Heimann and 
Parrish were great It moving the disc up the field, but each time one c1 
the non-handlers would try a long throw into the eodzone and miss. The 
Condors bad inadvertently found a great way to defense St. Louis: let 
them have enough of a fast break ao that the main handlers are left 
behind Of course, the Coodor D bad as much to do with it as Tuna 
mistakes, and when John Schmechel got a block and Cli1fMamoeft"er 
caught the bomb, it was 8-4 Condors. The Tunas suffered from acme 
unforced drops, and never got back in the game. The final was 19-9 
Condors. 

The Circus-Gang game started out with the teams trading downwind 
goals until the Circus defense forced a turnover and scored upwind, 4-
3. The Gang then turned it over four times in a row, and Circus 
promptly scored four times in a row, 8-3. The score went to 9-4, and 
then Rooar caught three goals in a row for the Circus. The final was 19-
7. The Circus bad only three turnovers in the game, for an 86% scoring 
percentqe; acme teams do worse than that in completion pereentqe. 

The Fat Women's second game was qainJt Wmdy City. It was 
close, with Windy Oty taking a 1~ halftime lead. Cbicap> runs bard 
and throws bard. While other teams like to throw soft outlet passes, 
Olicqo throws bard flat throws, uaually to cutters in the lS-20 yard 
1'811F· Even in the wind, they were very accurlte. Chi~ alao lias one 
c1 the toughest man-to-man defenses in the game. Eventually their 
skills began to pay off; Joey, Mike Glass, and C.V.B. combined on a 
stringofgoalstogivethema 14-9lead. The Fat Women couldn't keep 
up, and the final wu 19-10. 
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Paul Sayles of Static comes up short vs. Miami . 

The Static-Miami game should have been a breeze for Static, 
supposedly the best team in the East over the fall season. The game 
started off even, going to 2-2, but Miami went on a streak and lead 
10-7 at the half. They kept right on going, increasing their lead to 14-9 
before Static closed it to 14-11. Throughout the game, Static "looked" 
much better than Miami. They bad the good disc handlers, they worked 
the disc wen all the way down the field, but then they would turn one 
over in the end zone, and Miami would come back, throw 2 or 3 passes, 
and then loft one in the endzone, where a Refugee would outJump Static 
players for the goal. The final was 19-13 Miami. It was a great, bard
fought victory for Miami, and it was beginning to look like this was not 
Static's weekend. 

Kaboom! faced Windy in another tough game. Cbicqo took a quick 
S-llead as their defense was forcin& Kabooml to bomb rather than turn 
it over deep in their own territory. They increased the lead to 8-2, 

before Kaboom!'s defense brought them back to within a goal at 10-9. 
There were a lot of foul calls on both sides (many c1 them disputed), 
and a lot c1 tough defense; Scott bad It least three bloc:b for Chicqo, 
and they moved to a 14-10 lead. Jimbo ofKaboom! pushed Jose with 
both fists, but Joee kept his cool. "I don't think these teams like each 
other," a spectator commented The teams traded goals to 17-14, when 
C.V.B. and Scott p b1oc:b to lead 0Uc.ao to a 19-1. win. 

Eddie 0' Malley swats a Kaboom pass . 

What bad been decided after one day of play? The Condors bad 
beaten two tough teams, and seemed a shoe-in to advance. The Circus 
md Wmdy City were also 2-{), but each bad tough games ahead; in 
particular they were scheduled to play each other first thing Saturday 
morning. The bigestdisappointments were Static Disc, wbo went0-2, 
8Dd the Rudies, wbo lost their first game and looked flat while just 
bU'ely belting Miami. 

......, .... 1 
In contrast to Friday's 65 degree Californian weather, Saturday was 

more like what people in the rest of the country expect in November: 
S0°, windy, and rainy. After some reluctance to go out in the rain, the 
players began to warm up. Circus was the first team on the field, then 
~. then the Rudies. 

Two undefeated teams, Windy City and Circus squared off to decide 
the winner of Pool A The game was decisive: Windy City forced 
Circus mistakes, and jumped out to leads of 4-0,8-2, and 10-4 at half 
time. The Circus offense bad problems with the cold and the wet field 
Circus handles the disc a lot, and they rely on precision cuts. Circus 
was the only team that would take 3 or 4 seconds, set up in positions, and 
then have cutters make their breaks in a ~ order. The 
strategy worked great in the Westerns and on Friday, but on the wet 
field cutters were falling down, and with Windy's tough man to man 
defense Circus was constantly running into high stall counts. I think it's 
safe to say that Chicago forced more turnovers on stall counts then any 
other team in this tournament. 

In the second half Circus scored four straight to get to 11-8, and bad 
several chances to close the gap to 2, but Cbicqo stopped them and 
cruised to a 1 S-9 win. (The game went over the time limit before either 
team reached 19). 

Static could still advance by beating the Tunas and the Rudies, but 
they would have to play much better than on Friday. It was DOt to be, as 
the Rudies took control of their game, banding Static their third loss, 
19-8. The Tunas bad an even easier time with Miami, winning 19-S .In 
the rain Miami just couldn't put together enough completions to march 
down the field Meanwhile Kaboom! was too muchforthe Fat Women, 
as New York shut out the Floridians, 10-0 at the half, and then traded 
pis to finish with a 19-10 win. 

The Wmdy City-Gang game meant nothing in the standinp, but 
both teams took the game very seriously. In the rain the Gang zone was 
tough, and they jumped to an 8-2 lead. Chicago stuck to their usual 

Cootinued on pqe 27 

Tree Vandenberg (Fisheads) muscles a pass away in the finals . ° Karl Cook 

1984 Nadonals- Women's Division 

A group qfort wri~n by: Michele Pezzoli (Condors), Katl! Noonan 
(Andromeda), Catherine Hartley (Spinstl!rs), Mandy Camero, 
Tammy Pellicane, Cindy Fisher, Sue Wallace (All Shakti Nuns), 
and Taara Hoffman 

We all have different impressions of our experiences at mqjor 
tournaments, like NatioMis. This article is a compilation of four 
articles. It is an qfort to share each tl!am's perspective. (Sorry
Fisheads didn't submit anything/) . .. So-read on! 

111E CONDORS-Mic .... Pezzoli 

When we heard that Santa Barbara bad been selected for the 
Nationals, some of us were disappointed. We felt we bad the edge in 
our region and bad a good chance of going. But, to finally make it and 
stay home instead of going home to "motel madness" we'd be going 
home to dishes in the sink, laundry piled up and reminders of our day
to-day lives. 

Yet as time passed the idea e:lbeing at home became more and more 
inviting. The nicest thought of all was that of turning all the players and 
spectators on to Santa Barbara. For us the excitement of traveling to 
the Nationals became the excitement of making the '84 Natiooals in 
Santa Barbara an accommodating and fun tournament. 

After being the second place team in our region for the past 3 years, 
being a team that watched the Nationals but never played in them, the 
Condors knew that being there was a victory in itself. Beyond this, we 
really didn't know what to expect. We knew we'd be facing the top 4 
teams of the other regiOOB and we knew that all 4 would be tough. 
Unfamiliarity with the teams being one factor and being newcomers to 
the Nationals another, we figured we'd better be prepared for anything. 
We were confident, DOt having lost a game since March, but we 
auumed nothing. All we knew Friday morning was that we were 

. . . Editl!d by Suzanne Fields 

excited, happy and playing the Spinsters. 
The Spinsters' reputation as a deep and talented team bad preceeded 

them. Realizing their playing style was much like ours we were 
particularly looking forward to playing them. Our first half was a point 
for point swap with many good defensive plays by both teams. The 
second half started with an 8-7 score, Coodors leading. Once &g." in 
points were swapped until a 10-10 tie, after which the Condors steadily 
pulled away ending the game with a 1 S-11 score. The tone of the game 
was calm and calculating, demonstrating the experience and depth of 
both teams. 

We expected to see a zone in the Fisbead game and did We bad 
practiced a zone since April never again to be tabled "a team that can't 
handle a zone." Where that once was true, we knew now that it was no 
longer the case. The Fishes started out person to person showing their 
excellent catching abilities, diving, and bustling play. With the score 7-
3 Condors the Fisbeads pulled out their zone and racked up 3 pts. to our 
2. AB we actiusted to their zone and the Fishes began to tire, the 
Condors pulled away to a lS-6 final score. 

Saturday morning-RAIN! ... One of perhaps 10 days in a full year 
(I know no one really believes that!). Both the Condon and Andromeda 
opted to use the zone periodically. Andromeda played wen, but no 
points were scored easily in the first half by either team. The final score 
was IS-S, no indication of the quality of play. Andromeda's integrity 
and spirit radiated making the game a fun and fulfilling one. 

Gainesville, warming up after their first round bye, was ready for us 
as we came dripping off field 6 to field 4-the slosbiest of them all by 
now. We decided to play a zone, since sharp cuts and breaks would be 
thwarted in the muck. The Nuns took a time out after S points were 
scored qainJt them and emeraed with a zone that put them back in the 
game. Their go for it attitude sparked us, and the game became 
competitively enetJiz,ed. The final score of lS-8 reflects the spirit that 
pulled the Nuns out of aS-{) bole. s 
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NATIONAL IMPRESSIONS-K.ee N0011a11 

Keys to Success: 1) Positive Mindaet 2) A Finely Tuned Machine 
The .Andromeda team brought to the Natiooals a ri&bteous blend of 

collective energy and cautious optimism. Aware of a handicapping 
"underdog'' status, the team was also certain of their stroos potential a 
~ntial'revealed in an "awesome" performance at the Mid-Atlantic 
Regionals. Andromeda was emotiooally prepared for anything instant 
~or crushina defeat, but what actually occurred was somewhere 
m between these extremes. If David failed to slay Goliath, at least she 
quit the Coliseum with a few notches on her sword. 

Que Emosa! (Oh, what emotion!) Never was the team slogan more 
appcopo than on Friday, November 23rd, when Andromeda sauntered 
into sunny Santa Barbara. The schedule of play in which Andromeda 
took on the Sbakti NWJB prior to meeting the Spinsters was advan
tageous ~use it afforded the team an opportunity to make a stroll& 
first sbowma as ~ll as warm up for a tnlditiooally brutal oppoocm. 

The Shakti Nuns move the disc against Andromeda. 

The Nuns put up a good fight, taking command out of the match feelina 
a curious c:ombination of confidence and dread. Confidence was the 
byproduct of a game well won; dread the ratiooal apprebenaion of the 
upcoming c:oo&ootatioo with a never before beaten opponent. 
.Andromeda entered the contest like gangbusters, scoring several goals 
in a row. Running on confidence thus acquired, and protitting from 
several oostly Spinsters' errors, Andromeda dominated the game and 
pulled off a highly emotional win. Andromeda was high. and the overall 
feeling at the end of the first day was a universal desire to slay another 
drqoo or two come the 'mom. 

Fate decreed that Andromeda's final game of the Nationals would 
be against the Fisbeads. The desire to win could not override the utter 
disillusionment brought on by the foul weather. Andromeda just could 
not get that necessary spark. Oft'ense was not clicking. Handling in 
these cooditioos was difficult, undermining all efforts towards an anti
zooe offense. Defense was sluggish. keeping one step behind the 
Fisheads at all times. This was certainly Andromeda's weakest 
moment of the weekend. The painful reality was that Andromeda was 
mJI/y trying, but to no avail. On the other hand the Fisheads took full 
advantage of the cooditioos; it was not easy by any means, but they 
~able to overcome the wind and rain. Their play, if not graceful, 
was certainly ooosistent, and ultimately proved superior. Andromeda's 
initial reaction to this defeat was one of grave disappointment, but 
taking stock the team soon realized that, given Andromeda's limited 
experience, third place was a real accomplishment. 

Andromeda came into the Nationals knowing well that the two keys 
for success are a positive attitude and consistency on the field Alas, 
Andromeda owned only one of the necessary keys. There can be no 
doubting our willingness and readiness to win. All that was lacking was 
"the finely tuned machine." 

COMING IN '8S-"TIIE ANDROMEDA MACHINE" 

i 
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Joanie Schumacher (Condors) goes up against the Spinsters. 

"011, rM A SPINSTER AND rM O.K. .. _CadleriM Hartley 
As the luck of the draw would have it, the Spinsters schedule was 
remarkably similar to their draw last year: what would probably be 
their toughest game first (Condors), Andromeda sec:ood, another tough 
game third (Fisheads) and Gainesville fourth. Being a somewhat more 
mature (albeit smaller) team than last year, Spinsters had high hopes of 
doing well this tournament. Alas, though they may have handed out 
aongbooks. They were singing the blues Saturday night. 

After the Condor game, their first loss since April Fools, Spinsters 
couldn't seem to get it together against a very psyched, very hot 
Andromeda squad, who took the game by a decisive 1 S-10 margin. The 
Pink Stars stretched their offense long, bombing deep downfield often, 
which the Spinsters were unable to defend against effectively. A high 
point of the game was the Tammy Discher-Heather Morris duel which 
emerged the second half, as the two covered each other almost 
exclusively and came up with spectacular defensive plays on each 
other. 

The Spinsters-Fisbeads game was played in conditions similar to 
their final game at Nationals last year: winds and driving rain. Spinsters 
took an early 3-0 lead; the Fisheads then abandoned persoo-~persoo 
defense and stoped the Spinster offense with a zone. After the Fisheads 
pulled even 3-3 the two teams slogged through the ftrst half trading 
points almost the whole way. Slippery discs, poor footing, ferocious 
defense by Dee Dee Kobylarz downfield, and the famous Fishead flow 
finally did the Spinsters in, 11-lS. 

The unfortunate Sbakti Nuns were the victims of all the Spinster's 
pent-up frustratioos in the last game. As the sun finally broke through 
the clouds to begin drying up the 2-inclHieep puddles on the field, the 
Spinsters sloshed and skidded to a 1S-2 victory. 

Continued on page 2S 

Eric Cochran blocks Mooneys pass in the finals. 

Men's _'Regionals 

The Northeast Goes Kaboom! 
by Andy Borinsrein 

The Northeast Regional Champioosbip at SUNY Purchase was 
marked by a series of upsets of some highly seeded teams as well as the 
crowning d a new Men's champion. For the first time in three years, 
the Intersectional format was abandoned in favor of having 16 teams 
advance to the double elimination Regional by way of the Sectiooals. 
As a result of this format change, five teams from Boston (in order of 
sectional finish-Hostages, Rude Boys, Stranglers, MIT, and the 
Bears) and Metro NYC (Kaboom, Crimes of Passion, Coast to Coast, 
Wesleyan, and the Rage) and three from Western Mass (Zoo Disc, 
UVM, and the Dukes) and Upper New York State (Cornell, SUNY 
Binghamton, and Rochester) competed in the tourney. 

In order to begin play on Saturday at 9 am, the Captain's meeting 
was .held on F~y evening. Teams were seeded by Steve Mooney, the 
Regional Coordinator, on the basis of their overall season record as 
~ll as their finish in the Sectional. Some team Captains felt that they 
or otru:r teams were seeded either too high or too low, but the Regional 
~tor's seeding system was upheld by a rruijorlty vote. The only 
nuvor rule change concerned pick calls. The Captains decided that a 
pick coostituted a stoppage of play no matter what the situation. Also 
Saturday's games would be played to IS with teams in the loser'~ 
bracket having to finish four rounds of play. Both the winner's and 
loser's bracket final woukl be played to 21. All Sunday loser's bracket 
games would be played to 17. Thus, it was conceivable for one team to 
play seven games and get a chance to advance to the Natiooals. 

At the Women's meeting, the Captains decided to play a five game 
round robin with the top two teams advancing to Sunday's final. 

Flnt Road Plar 
Cool and breezy conditioos greeted the teams on Saturday morning. 

The Hosta_ges, the tourney's f:l seed, vanquished Rochester, lS-3. 
Number eight Cornell, a good bet to take this year's Ivy League 
Champioosbip and one of the better Northeastern college teams 
defeated a scrappy Wesleyan College team, lS-6. ' 

l?e Boston Stranglers, a new club team led by Tunba D'Urso, 
Kevm Nouch, and a host of Tufts University standouts defeated 
crosstown rival MIT, lS-9. The Rude Boys, seeded f~ were too 
much for a hard running and high spirited SUNY Binghamton squad. 
The Rudies prevailed by a score of lS-10. 

Third ~ Crimes d Passion drew the Bears, who were seeded 
14th, a ranking based upon their poor showing in the Sectionals. 
However, the Bears jumped out to an insurmountable 9-0 lead and 
went on to win, 1 S-9. UMASS, seeded sixth, handled the Rage, 1 S-1 0, 
and 1:7 Coast to Coast defeated UVM lS-9. First round action 
concluded with Kaboom beating the Dukes, 1 S-7. 

Wluer'a Bncbt Gu.ea 
~who a week earlier was tested by the Coast, cruised through a 
re~atively easy game, winning 1 S-6. The Coast did not let down after 
this defe.at. Eventually, they~rep;>ingtoterrorize the Loser's Bracket 
along wtth the Stranglers. 

The Bears and the Zoo squared off' in a grueling man to man contest. 
The early part of the game was a see-saw. No team led by more than 
tw?. The Bears ~d open up a 10-7 lead and it looked like they were 
~to earn ~e nght to play Kaboom. The Zoo had other ideas. They 
mcreased the~ defensive pressure which led to five straight scores. The 
~closed tt 12-11 and even had a chance to tie, but they turned the 
disc over on aU of their remaining possessioos enabling the Zoo to 
advance with a hard fought, 1 S-11 win. 

The Stranglers matched up against the Rudies and for a while it 
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appeared that the younpr lbtoo club wu going to JRVail. They were 
up at the half, 8-7, and led briefly, 9-8. The Rudies were able to force 
three Stnmaler errors and convert them for pla.

1 
The Rudies 

increaaed the DWJin to win 1 S-11. . 
Up to this point, Cornell provided the tournament with its bigest 

upset when they triumphed over the Hostqea, 1S-12. Cornell, 
according to several observers, wu pumped and very psyched to play. 
The Stooges, oo the other baod. were flat and off their game. They were 
oot the same team that bad beaten the Rudies the week before. The final 
result gave Cornell the opportunity to play the Rudies. The Hostages 
dropped down to the Loser's Bracket where more trouble awaited 
them. 

Continuing with the Winner's Bracket, the experience and depth of 
the Rudies and Kaboom provided the edge in their games against their 
college opponents. Cornell. buoyed by their upset victory over the 
Hostages, stayed within striking distance throughout the Rudies 
contest, but they eventually fell abort, 1S-11. 

Wheels lays it out against Kaboom . 

The ~Kaboom match was close at the beginnina, but the New 
Y orbn pulled ahead 11-S. The Zoo refused to give up. Their pressing 
man to man defense allowed them to score five straight On their 
~ensive posseuioos, the teams traded goals until it was 14-13. 
Kaboom, with the disc on the goal line and an opportunity to end the 
game, was denied by Jeremy Seeger's point block. Zoo regained the 
disc and called time out. They attempted to wort the disc upfield, but 
Kaboom's defense forced the Zoo to commit a turnover. The New 
Yorkers converted for the winning goal and advanced to Sunday's 
final apinst the Rudies. The Zoo and Cornell also advanced but bad to 
await the results of the action in the Loser's Bracket 

Loeer't Bl'llebt a- - s.a.nlay 
In Loser's Bracket play, Wesleyan, wbo was up 14-8 against 

Rochester, eventually squeaked by, 16-14. Wesleyan then played and 
lost to the Coast, their Connecticut rivals, 1S-8. 

MIT and BinaJwnt.on, two teams 1IUIItina their first appearance in a 
Regional Ownpionahip, played a very close game. Unfortunately, one 
team bad to be eliminated. In this case it was the Cambridge students 
wbo feU. 1 S-12. Binghamton advanced to play the Bears and lost, 1 S-6. 

The Bears and the Cout played for the right to advance to Sunday's 
play against oomell. This wu another extremely close match with 
several lead changes. As darkness descended, the Cout moved on with 
a 15-13 win. 

In the other pert of the Loser's Bracket, Crimea eaaily vanquiabed 
the Rage, 1 S-9, but were eliminated in the next round by the Stranglers, 
1S-11. The Dukes avenpd a Sectional defeat to UVM. 1S-8 and 
advanced to play the Hostqea. The Hostqea, still amartin& fran their 
loss to Cornell, was now in the unenvioua poeitioo ofhavin& to win five 
straight games to gain a spot in the Natiooala. It was not to be. The 
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Dukes, wbo displayed areat patience against the lbtoo zone, won in 
overtime, 16-14.lt wu the aecood cooaecutive year that the Dukes bad 
eliminated a highly ranked team. In 1ut year's Regional they lmoc:ked 
~Zoo Disc. It was a1so the aecood year in a row that the first seeded 
Host.qea bad failed to make it out of the Regiooala. 

The Dukes aeemed like they were not going to be stopped in their 
game against the Stran&lm. They employed a 2-3-2 zone which 
aeemed to disorient the younglbtoo team. At the half, the Dukes led 
8-4. During the halftime break, the entire Stran&ler squad assembled 
around Timba as he illustrated how to beat the zone. His in.atructioos 
were instrumental in getting the Stranglers to transform their offense. 
They exuded areat patience whenever they bad the disc. They also 
played tenacious defense after their ~enaive snccesaes. The Stranslers 
scored eleven second half goals to win, 1S-12. They advanced to 
Sunday to play the Zoo. 

Suday 
The final between the Rudies and Kaboom began at9:4S a.m., givin& 

the loser a chance to rest before havin& to play in the Loser's Bracket 
Final. This was done to award the loser an advantage for making it to 
the final round. 

As the game started it appeared that both teams were going to be 
tentative. On the first possessioo, four turnovers occurred before 
Kaboom scored. The Rudies tied the game with a loog strike to Moons. 
However, that wu as close u the game would gel Momentwn rapidly 
shifted in favor of Kaboom. Their defense, led by Pat King. Zebe, 
Gordin Christmas, Maurice Matiz, Eric Cochran, and Hal Ginsberg 
forced the Rudies to commit numerous errors. At S-1, the Rudiea called 
time out in an attempt to JRVent the game from getting out of hand. But 
Kaboom responded by going up 9-2 and 11-S at the half. 

Kaboom'slead increued to 13-S and the Rudiet made a DUid rush at 
the New Y orters. They cloted to 1S-11 8Dd20-17, but K.aboom ecored 
oo their last poueaaioo to notch their first RePooal O,qJinnahip. It 
wu a bittersweet victory for the New Y orbrl, wbo lolt Ken Dobyns, 
their Captain and team leader, with a aevere kidDey injury in an early 
season tournament Without Dobynt it wu doubtful that Kaboom 
would reach the Natiooala,let alone win the reP<n In an attempt to fill 
this void, the team banded toptber, detiped 8Dd worted 011 a new 
~ensive atratqy, and tiaflteDed their man and zooe defenses. All this 
appeared to have beoefited them in the Nortbeut. They ahou1d be a 
conlet'(.ier in tbeir IICOOd Natiooal adveoture. 

Knisely can't come up with tM pass. 

Tbe Loeer's Bracket saw both oollep teams, Cornell and Zoo, drop 
out of the tourney with louea to the Coast and the Stranglers by 
identical 17-14 ac:orea. The loss was particularly diJheartenin& to the 
Zoo because they saw an opportunity to advance to the Nation.ala with 
the departure of the Hostqea. Cornell, wbo was seeded eighth coming 
into the towney , bad to be happy with their Regional performance. 
Look for some aood thinp from them in the spring. 

Continued 011 page 19 
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Elana (S .D.) sneaks in against Julie Lewis (S.B .) in Semi's . 

Women's :Regionals 

Bridesmaids No More 
Westem Women 
by Peggy O'Byme 

In the Women's Division of the Western Regionals the Santa Barbara 
Women Condors emerged victorious, finally, representing the west 
coast at the Nationals. 

Eight women's teams competed in the Western's at U.C. Davis. The 
teams were divided into two pools. World's winners Santa Barbara 
Condors led the first pool with the Santa Clara Yeti, Seattle Sky and 
Albuquerque Concentrix following them. The second pool coosisted of 
Dart Star, San Diego Windjammers, Berkeley Pleiades and Stanford. 
All preliminary games were played to thirteen. Saturday morning 
brought a cold wind that had an effect on aU games and eventually 
helped Dart Star and the Condors to move undefeated through their 
pools utilizing their zones. 

Dark Star, anxious to disprove any rumors that they were no longer a 
strong team, due to the loss of a few key players, succeeded in finishing 
top in their pool. Despite a very close game with San Diego, Dark Star 
finished their preliminary games looking very strong, mixing their solid 
c:1Tense with a zone that San Diego simply could not beat San Diego 
finished second, Pleiades third and then Stanford. Santa Barbara went 
virtually uncontested through their pool with their closest game with 
Seattle in a 13-S game. Seattle finished second, advancing to the semis, 
with Albuquerque and Santa Clara following. 

Sunday was again cool and windy with threatening rain, but the 
women managed to complete aU of their games before the rain began. 
The semi-finals brought a rematch of the sectionals with the two teams 
from the south, Santa Barbara and San Diego, and the two teams from 
the north, Seattle and Eugene, playing each other. With the recent 
additioos of Kelly Green, Ann Coben and Sue Bland to an already 

experienced team, Santa Barbara played superbly, playing coosistent 
c:1Tense and a hungry defense. The recent merger of San Diego's Fusioo 
and Entropy with the Windjammers, though unfortunate for the growth 
of women's Ultimate, was a definite advantage to San Diego, bringing a 
bit more depth to the ranks of a very talented team. 

l..ed by excellent offense from Wendy Coates and Jennifer Jardine, 
and eodzooe threat liz Applegate, the Windjammers took an early 4-1 
lead over the slow starting Condors. The speed and determination of 
San Diego was evident enough as their defense refused to give up, 
covering the offense's first pass each time they pulled. At 4-2 the 
Condors called a time out, regrouped and came back with a defensive 
surge led by Ann Coben. Her timely band block, and a beautiful catch 
by Kathy Lamereaux brought the Condors back to their feel At 5-5 the 
Condors put their recently developed zone on San Diego and would 
never trail again. Though the Windjammer's defense was very 
impressive, they simply could not penetrate the Condor game. At half
time the Condors led 8-6. The Windjammers came out strong, though, 
and scored quickly against the zone with an inside pass through the 
zone and a perfect long pass by Wendy Coates. At 8-7, howexer, 
inspired by Barbie Snowball's divin& block, the Condors made a three 
point surge exhibiting flawless offense that was not characteristic of 
women's play in the past. The final score of 15-10 gave Santa Barbara 
a secure spot in the final. As was shown in this game, and throughout 
the western regionals, women's Ultimate is taking an encouraging step 
forward. No longer is a strict one to one defense enough to win; a zone 
defense and a higher skill level are necessary. 
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Easily outletting Lynn Estes watches her pass in Semis . 

Under the cloudy sky on an opposite field, the two women's teams 
from the Northwest, Dark Star and Seattle, were battling it out for a 
shot in the final. The game was well played by both of these well 
established teams. Seattle played tough defense and bard running 
c:1Tense to try and stop the Hawki.n's sisters from advancing to the final. 
With their zone and well run offense Dart Star, however, managed to 
beat Sky 15-6, stopping the excellent throwing skills of Seattle by 
denying the sideline and forcing the dump. It was encouraging to see 
Sky remaining strong and enthusiastic in spite of the great distances 
they must travel to play Ultimate. 

The final began slow; the Condors pulled to Dark Star and there 
were numerous turnovers by both sides. The Condors took the lead 1 ~. 
As the wind began to pick up so, too, did the Condor defense. As they 
took an early 7-1 lead, exlubiting patient offense, with swings and 
perfect throws. A are at jump by Sandy Ross and a goal line block by 
Kell} Green gave the Condors and their newly-found zone a 9-3lead at 
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halftime. Dark Star wu patient and smart qainst the Condor zooe but 
could not score once the zone wu broken. 1be Condors were hUDif)' 
for their first regiooal title and were not gain& to be stopped easily 
despite a strong Dark Star zone. The Condor's progressed rather 
handily to a 17-8 finalsoore and at last gained what they have so long 
been waiting for- a chan<:e at the nationals. 

Women's U'ltimaU is alive and prospering 011 the west coast This 
was obvious from the level of competition at the Regionals. Next year 
will certainly bring many returning and improving teams to rival the 
women Condors and get their own chance at the Natiooals. Still, the 
west is proud to send such a talented Coodor team to represent them in 
tbe Natiooala. 
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The Condor zone helped beatS .D . Katie En gals blocking. 

Here at Fish Central 

Centrals Tree Vanden0erg 

Fiabeads dominated Centrals this year beating the Mudeaters, a young 
and extremely fired up club, from Madison, Wisconsin 15~. 

They then beat Oub Michigan in an old college rival type match 15-
5. Althou&h the soore doesn't indicate it. this match was exciting, with 
many, hot, offensive dives and key defensive plays. 

Moving into the semi's 011 the seoood day, the Fishcads pummeled the 
Missouri team 18-3. 

The final game against Nemesis, formerly the Slaves from Chicago, 
was the bestgameoftheweekend. Takingadvantageofthe typical foul 
Fishead weather, Nemesis played a zone, quite similar to the old time 
Fishead zone. It was very effective but good bombs and quickness up 
the mi~e penetrated the defense. Nemesis was tough on offense and 
has seen much improvement in the last year. Definitely a team to 
receive most improved award. Old Fish and new Fish spawned madly 
and ate 'em up, YUM! 18-13! 

Andromeda Shines 
Mld-Adandc Women's 
by Steve Goodwin 

In the Women's division, thinp looked pretty dismal for Andromeda. 
1be UPENN Zephyrs beat both Andromeda and the Horizontals, 
while the UV A women defeated both the Zephyn and Andromeda. ;..-
This set up Sunday's semi-final games between Andromeda and the 
Zephyrs, and between UV A and the Horizontals. 

UV A swept throuJh the Horizontals and looked like strong favorites 
to make their second appearance at the Nationals. Andromeda had a 
slightly more difficult time in defeating the Zephyn, as the game went 
to the wire with the D.C. ladies pulling it out to win. 

The final between UV A and Andromeda was close all the way. D. C. 
was down in the early gain& but rallied to keep the game close. Finally, 
Andromeda's excellent zone defense forced the UV A team into too 
many throwing errors. 1be Pink Ladies went 011 to win 15-13 in 011e of 
the tournament's best games. 

Mary Kolesar (Traffic) makes the GAAB vs. Survival . 

Splnsten Survive 

NEWomen 
by Jane Lowell 

Six women's teams made it to SUNY Purchase for the Northeast 
Rqiooala. We decided to play a full round robin over the course of the 
two days, and then have the two teams with the best records play elfin a 
final 011 Sunday. 

Rounds one and two 011 Saturday went according to the seed. AU 
teams played coosi.stent with their seasoo records. In round three 
Traffic easily beat Jane-h.i&-Wtfe (Hamilton College) 15-3. 1be other 
two games in round three were the closest and most excitina of the 
eekend. On one field the unbeaten Spinsters played second seeded 
Survival, and 011 the next field fourth seeded Roses played fifth seeded 
ZULU (UMass). 

At halftime, the Roses led ZULU 6-5 . ZULU tied it up at 9 and then 
went ahead 10-9. The Roses stayed toaether and tied the pme at 14 
all. Because of the time limit. the point ceiJ.in& wu set to 15. ZULU 
woo the game on a catcb by outaoina captain Taara Hoffman. 
Meanwhile, the Spinaterllead SurvivalS-7 at their half. Survival came 
beck after the half to go ahead 10-9. They maintained the lead, t:rldi.na 
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Director' 1 Desk 

Now that a new pair of UP A Nati011al ChampiODS has been crowned, it 
seems like a good time for a "State of the Association" report This 
issue marks the end of my first two years as UP A director and, as 
mentioned elsewhere in this issue, I will be stepping down at the end of 
1985. Althou&h I would love to cootinue in this position, career 
possibilities have begun to interfere, and after next year's Natiooals I 
will no longer be able to devote the time necessary to do a quality job. I 
can say confidently, however, that the UP A has come a long way in the 
last two years, and I am just as confident that we will make a good deal 
more progress before I leave. 

The improvements we have made in the running of the UP A has 
been reflected in a great surge of confidence from the players 
themselves. In the last six months, we have had a tremendous increase 
in membership, Financially, we are out of the woods and more self
sufficient than ever before. The computerization of our membership 
files and mailing lists has greatly improved our service to our members. 

While I am justifiably proud of the progress we have made, there 
remain problems which haunt us still. Communicati011, between the 
~cers themselves, as well as from the officers to the membership, 
cootinues to be a problem from time to time despite our best efforts. 
Although we have been blessed with a number of players willing to 
devote their time, energy, and even m011ey to the cause, there are never 
enough volunteers to do the job that could, or should be dooe. One 
problem that particuarly bothers me is not new: it is the problem of 
elitism. Too often I have seen teams or players become established in a 
given area, and suddenly feel that they owe nothing to the sport. its 
development. or its newer players. In its most extreme cases this 
attitude is characeriz.ed by arrogance and a lack of respect for 011e's 
opponents. The consequences of this should be obvious: in a few years 
you're not going to have anyplace or anybody to play anymore. 
Surprisingly enough, this problem is even more pronounced in 

by Britm Murphy 

women's ultima,te than in men's. It has cootri~ted ~Y to the 
decrease in the number of women's teams oompetmg and 1s, I feel, the 
biggest problem facing women's ultimate today. If every team in the 
country went down to their local hiab school and helped form a new 
team, you'd be assuring yourself of a new generation of ultimate 
players (and you'd probably get a new practice field out of it too). 

I'd like to take this opportunity to clear up a misunderstanding I've 
found about Wham-O's relationship to the UPA In the past I've had 
people ask me why has Wham-0 abandoned us? Why have they cutoff 
the support that they used to provide the UP A? This could not be 
further from the truth. As most of you probably know, Wham-0 Mfg. 
Co. was purchased by Kransco Corp. about two years ago. At that 
time, there were many changes instituted in their relatiooship with the 
various disc sports. lbey encouraged the UP A to be more self
sufficient. and showed us ways to accomplish that goal. They have 
never wavered in their support for the UP A or for disc sports in general, 
and have cootinued to back that support directly and indirectly, 
tanaibly and intangibly down through the years. We all owe a great deal 
c:L thanks to Wham-0 and, in particular Dan Roddick, our number one 
fan. 

Our most ambitious long-range project of 1985 will be the "teaching 
package" you've seen mentiooed in this Newsletter. 1be teaching 
package is our attempt to integrate ultimate into the elementary and 
junior high schools of America. It will consist of printed promotiooal 
material, instructional videos, and individual demoostrations pre
sented to educators across the country. It's a project that will require a 
lot of work, time, and money, but it represents the future of our sport 
Help us get it dooe. If you have any ideas or need some help getting 
started in forming a team, writing an article for the newsletter, or 
whatever, cootact your regiooal coordinator. He/she is there to help 
you, and frankly we need your help too. Come join the fun. 

Director's Report 

My final report as Women's National Director ... as I said I'm not 
gonna disappear. As you may have noticed, I am now the Eastern 
Editor for the Newsletter. In that capacity, I feel I can cootinue to 
constructively cootnbute to the forward momentum of our sport. 

Winding up the trip to Santa Baroara, the UP A's Coordinating 
Committee sat in the California sun for about six hours critiquing the 
'84 Nati011als and planning for upcoming Ultimate events. One of the 
tasks of the group was to review the preceeding seasoo's results within 
each coordinator's respective region. Each Regiooal Coordinator was 
asked about the status of women's ultimate in his regi011. In every 
region the numbers of women's teams has, for the most part. remained 
the same for the past two fall seasons. Again, this m!Vor issue of the 
need for growth within women's ultimate was voiced loudly. 1be 
general impressi011 was that the more experienced women in each 
region have gravitated together in pursuit of that almigbtynatiooal 
championship. " Making it" to the nati011als is a wonderful goal for any 
athlete. But in our special sport. at times tenuous in its development. we 
need to be ever mindful of our growth and development We are 
developing larger numbers of skilled and experienced ultimate players 
but we're leaving our novices to fend for themselves in some 
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situations/locatiODS. Our next push within the sport must be to reach 
new people; high school and elementary kids, women from other 
sports. We need to take it upon ourselves, especially those players in 
large ultimate communities like Boston, Santa Barbara, Washington, 
and Gainesville, to start a second and perhaps third women's team. Try 
pulling together a novice team, with 2 to 3 experienced players as 
player-<:O&Ches, for the spring season. The ultimate breeding ground is 
summer league. Don't put it off. Do it this spring and this summer so we 
can have larger and more plentiful ultimate communities. 

I need volunteers from the Central, Southern, and Western regi011 to 
function as representatives of women's play for the newsletter. Contact 
me directly as soon as possible. 

SPINSTER T·SIDRTS-S&M in red short 
sleeve, L & XL in white short sleeve- $7 . 
Min loog sleeve whi~l1 includes postagle. 

Send orders with m011ey to: 
liz Swan 
20 Boston Ave. 
West Medford, MA 02155 11 



Cramps 
by Dr. Gil Wemovsky 

There's one on every team . .. You know, the guy who's playing bot 
with no problems until the last two minutes of the semis. Then, 
suddenly, without warning, be's in agooizing pain, sprawled on the 
field, gnashing his teeth with . .. cramps. (It's a well known fact that it's 
always your best handler or best receiver, never some scrub with stone 
bands.) 

Cramps are most common in the calves or thighs, but are also seen in 
the hamstrings or bottom rL the feet. Simply, cramps are the result of an 
imbalance between supply and demand. During strenuous exercise 
there is a I 00 to I 50 percent increase in the muscles' requirements for 
oxygen, water, sodium. potassium. and calcium. When a muscle's 
demand exceeds the body's supply, that muscle switches into what is 
called "anaerobic metabolism" or work without oxygen. This results in 
a build up of"toxic waste." The muscle can tolerate this for a period of 
time, but a prolonged build-up of these waste products eventually 
results in an unoootrollable, continuous contraction of the muscle. If 
severe eoougb. muscle damqe occurs and pain may last several days. 
SODIUM. POTASSIUM. CALCWM 
These electrically charged ions are the basis rL muscle contraction. 
The body's store of these substances is continually replaced and 
dietary intake is essential before and during prolonged exercise (i.e. 
two-day tournaments). Sodium is abundant in all salty foods; potas
sium in fruits and vegetables (especially tomatoes, watermelon and 
bananas}; and calcium in dairy products and fish. 

WATER 
Tbe blood flow to the muscles is the pipeline rL its nutrients. If the body 
is under-hydrated, it will divert the blood to essential organs-heart, 
liver, kidney, and brain (in some players) and away from muscle and 
intestine. This inadequate supply rL oxygen and nutrients delivered by 
the blood will then result in cramps. In addition, a large meal during a 
tournament will further divert blood from muscle as it rushes to the 
intestine to absorb the food. 
ADVICE 
If you are prone to cramps or want to avoid them. continual periods of 
stretching before each game and each half. Muscles which are not well 
"warmed up" use oxygen and nutrients inefficiently. 

Keep well hydrated. Frequent fluid intake is essential to deliver 
oxygen to the muscle and remove waste products. A good gauge is 
frequency of urination. If you don't need to urinate, youneedmorefluid 
(except Fid Speer wbo always needs to urinate and never has enough to 
drink). 

Be sure to eat calcium-amtaining foods within 12 hours of game 
time. A glass of milk upon rising is usually sufficient. 

Be sure to take sodium and potasiWJH:ODtaining foods every three to 
four hours. Gatorade is an excellent source of both, though high in 
sugar content. 

Avoid large amounts rL food during tournaments, especially "heavy" 
meals and fatty foods. 

A well-balanced meal rich in protein the night before a tourney, and a 
lighter carbohydrato-rich meal at breakfast is recommended. Do not 
skip breakfast before a full day rL fiisbee. (Beer, although high in 
carbohydrates, does not count as breakfast). 

Ultimate F~ Promotion and Recopldon? 
by Mike Famlwm. UPA. National Collegiate Coordinator 

I submitted this article for two reasons. First I hope to get some 
feedback. I always enjoy a phone call or a letter from an Ultimate 
player with questiODB or ideas concerning the organization or promo
tion rL the sport. Second I wish to share some thoughts about gaining 
recognition for the sport and promoting it. 

By promotion I mean turning <Xhers on to play the sport. Ultimate is 
a great sport. Every schoolboy and girl should be exposed to it. 
Presently the UPA has a plan (now in its infancy) which could 
introduce the aport to millions of young people. The program needs 
sponsorship. To obtain any spooaorship the sport needs favorable 
recognition. ThiJ reoosnitioo first has to come from the sports world 
and the media. Sports world meaning physical educators. 

Ultimate has been very lucky in tbe past few years. Some good things 
have been happening, mainly due to the efforts rL the players. Well run 
national and regional tournaments, a decent set rL rules, collegiate 
natiooals, and the creation of a second competitive division in a couple 
rL regions. Tbe UP A has been worti.ng for you! More physical 
educators have been learning about the great and many benefits rL 
playing ultimate. We have received some very favorable attention from 
the media. NBC, First Camera (fall '83}, Fortune M•a•zine (fall '84). 
Ultimate is definitely on a roll! And it deserves to be. Tbe game at its 
highest level of competition is awesome. There is no doubt in my mind 
as to where Ultimate is going. It' s going to spread and become more 
popular. However, there is doubt as to when this will take place and at 
what speed. These last two factors are primarily dependent on you, the 
men and women now playing the sport. Do you want recognition for the 
sport? I think so. Almost every player I've talked with would like to see 
Ultimate become an Olympic sport. This will come with recognition. 
An immediate benefit of recognition would be the ability to obtain 
sponsors for teams and tournaments. 

To be right up front. the adverse side rL gaining recognition is that 
more outside eyes would be on the sport. Five or six weekends of the 
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year we would have to be aware of the picture we are presenung. You 
will still play the same game. To promote Ultimate you will have to 
start wearing uniforms. At least at the auVor tournaments, if not most of 
the time. As I said before, Ultimate is on a roll; when you start wearing 
uniforms, it will fly. 

Let me explain what an appropriate uniform is. It would require 
nothing more than teammates wearing the same color( s) or designed 
shirt, tbe same color shorts or pants, and the same or similar socks. If 
most teams (especially the top ones) started wearing uniforms this 
spring, and further on, Ultimate would gain greater respect. Some 
people may take offense at this reality for fear of the sport changing and 
becoming like other sports. I believe this change on your part will be for 
the benefit rather than the detriment rL the sport. 

I am in a fairly unique position, being a collegiate varsity coach, 
quite <iten dealing with physical educators and the media. Many, many 
times I'm asked two questions a1 games: "Where are the referees?" and 
"Why don't the players wear uniforms? I can't tell what is going on" 
and "It looks so unorganized" are reoccuring statements. I can easily 
defend against the need for referees by pointing out to the new spectator 
the high degree rL sportsmanship. I have no good explanation for the 
lack rL uniforms. You 'U never see a televised game without them! In the 
future you or the next generation will be asked to also wear numbers. 
The press just does not like to print pictures of people they cannot 
identify. 

I would like to make a proposal that we all start wearing uniforms this 
spring. The future of ultimate is not to be found in a crystal ball. It's 
going to be seen on the playing field. Tbe sport is taking oft! You have 
the option rL BEING THERE when it does. Ultimate and its players 
should receive the recognition they deserve. The opportunity is here, 
now; let's take it! 

What do you think? Write me at: Athletic Department, S.U.N.Y. 
Purchase, Purchase, NY 10577. 

Turkey Bowl 
by Robin Fox 

While' the other folks wbo were playing Ultimate that day languished in 
the mud and rain rL Santa Barbara, an inspired crew participated in the 
second annual Turkey Bowl held in Katonah, New York on Saturday, 
November 24th. A gorgeous, crisp day, smiling organizer Skip Kuhn, 
his well cooked turkey and a tapped keg. greeted all those who came to 
play. 

After viewing a demonstration by the 1984 World Canine Frisbee 
Champions, Peter Bloeme and Wtzard, all humans present were 
pumped to emulate the acrobatic, flying feats and catches of their furry 
mend. 

The Ultimate spirit predominated as the first round began with The 
Rage playing CRUD (Cross River Ultimate) and The Mob playing 
Frankie Goes to Katonah. Frankie was an impromptu team drafted on 
the spot of unattached players: Peter Bloeme and Sas Peters of Crimes 
rLPassioo, Chris and Kevin "Noocb" Prickett ofTbe Rage and The 
Stranglers respectively, Greg Telonis of The Rage, and Richie 
Mastaloni and Andy Rubin of UVM. 

The Rage dominated their game with CRUD. CRUD played a zone 
defense that Rage players, such as Skip Kuhn, Sanghe and Jim Seltzer, 
mercilessly cut to nDbons. They connected over and over for long goals 
to Dave Mattbeson, a defector from Crimes of Passion. Making few 
mistakes, The Rage easily triumphed 15-6. 

The Mob jumped out to a 2-0 lead on Frankie, but then Frankie shut 
the door by applying what continued throughout the day to be an 
awesome zone. 1'ulling out their big guns, Frankie began scoring from 
almost anywhere on the field with bombs by Peter Bloeme and Noocb. 
Everybody got into the act, as the half ended with Sas Peters hitting 
Chris Prickett with a long cross-field gun to make it 8-2. Altboulh Tbe 
Mob ran hard, the Frankie zone consistently forced turnovers. The 
final was I 5-4. 

The second round pitted Frankie against CRUD and Tbe Mob 
against Tbe Rage. The Rage was bolstered by the additioo rL late 
arriving Chuck Figur, of Crimes of Passion. CRUD, bolstered by the 
return rL Skip Kuhn to their ranks, jumped to an early 4-0 lead over 
Frankie. But then the Frankie zone really clamped down not allowing 
another score until the second half. Andy Rubin and Nooch began to 
click offensively all over the field and sparked Frankie's eventual 

fireworks all over the field. But Dave Mattbeson sparked The Rage to a 
I 5-13 victory with his i.ncredlble offensive and defensive layouts. 

Rage's squeaker victory over The Mob set the stage for tbe finals 
between Frankie and Tbe Rage. The Rage jumped out to a 2-0 lead. but 
Frankie came back to take the half by 8-7. The Rage had forced 
Frankie out rL his customary zone with vicious zonebuster passes by 
the likes of Jimmy Seltzer and Figur. Frankie, with no subs, had to 
switch to man-to-man. At the end of a long day rL Ultimate with few if 
any subs, both sides were running on adrenaline. Frankie, realizing he 
had few if any wheels left. decided to use his arm to make the difference. 
With some nice defense by Greg Telonis, Frankie got the breaks be 
needed, and Nooch hit streaking Sas Peters to open up the score 12-8. 
Andy Rubin hit Richie Mastalooi for 13-8. After The Rage squeezed 
off a Chuck Figur to Dave Mattheson score, Frankie came back for two 
more, finishing the game I 5-9 with a beautiful catch by an exhausted 
Peter Bloeme of a Nooch gun. 

Meanwhile CRUD had been taking on Tbe Mob for the consolation 
prize. CRUD exploded with four unanswered goals and took a small 
lead into the half. But Mob came back with their strong legs and height 
advantage and only allowed CRUD to score one more goal as they 
finished with eight straight goals to end the contest I 5-9. 

Skip Kuhn congratulated The Mob by saying that they are the kind of 
team be likes to play for or against. " They're fair, clean, generous, play 
hard and are easy to work things out with," said Kuhn. With those 
words, all tired but exhilirated competitors retired to the keg for 
sustenance and goofy pictures. 

The Turkey Bowl was played with the kind d- positive spirit and 
fiiendly cooperation that is a pleasing reminder of the roots rL our sport. 

victory 15-9. >. 
The Rage went up on Tbe Mob by four at the half with the aid rL ~ 

Figur's deft passing. but The Mob came storming back to tie at 10-10 0 
behind tbe efforts rL their solid veterans Jerome, Love, Yogi. Tbe o 
Mob's Yfenn was his usual bad flashy self, providing offensive 

Keep the Disc Moving? 
by ''J" MacPherJon 

To Ultimate players who want to improve your play, I have some 
thoughts you may fmd interesting and definitely controversial. I've 
noticed that the longer the disc is held by a handler, the lower the 
chances are of a successful pass, in general This may be painfully 
obvious to some players, but I have met others who have espoused that 
you should hold and think about your throw, each and every time. 
Undoubtedly there are situations where the handler should hesitate. 
However, I've found that these situations are in the minority. When 
players start to make a pointdpausing(more than a couple secoods) as 
pert of their every throw, they are apt to lose the spontaneity that is 
crucial to masterful performance. Of course, I am assuming there is 
80Dle01le open to throw to. Also our teammates have to want the disc. 
One step ahead at full speed is all that's needed to be open. Right? 

This issue started when I got chastised by some teammates for 
making throws that were (how should I say) hairy, quick. and done 
without an outward appearance rL surveying the field for the best 
throw. So, I paused and became conscious of what I was doing. Tbe 
result was a distinct erosion in the quality of my throws. (Notice the use 
rL the word conscious, more on that later.) 

I recall seeing Princeton play a supposedly superior team in the fall 
rL 1982. Princeton did a superb job. Tbey were much ID(ft spootaneous 
than the other team. This seemed to me to be the crux rL their 
remarkable performance. The next time that I remember noticing the 
use rL rapid, spontaneous throws was the 1982 Natiooals finals 
between the Rude Boys and Pantera's Tuna. Tbe stall counts hardly 
ever got past three! 

Last year I played on the Outsiders team in D.C. (now known as 
First Strike). We were cannon fodder for most teams. Even with our 
best seven (a truly quality group) we were often crushed. We had an 
offensive problem, but couldn't figure out the cause. I see it now as 
being too calculating and careful. Continued 011 page 18 
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Play Catch-Invent Games 
. ' ·by B. Autin 

Ted Ache appears to be early for practice u be staoda alone oo the 
fields at UCSB. 
Ted 
Ache Hey! Where did you come from? 
Hyzr 
Helix Grectinp. I'm Hyzr Helix. Could you direct me to the 1984 
Natiooal Ultimate Cbampionahipa? 
TA Sorry guy, ri&ht place WI'OOI time, they were held lut week, St 
Louis and the Santa Barbara women's ... 
HH Last week! Oh, dam. I mow wbo WOil I just need some 
backaround information for my article. There must have been a foul up 
at the travel qency. I will have to come bact a week earlier, tlwW for 
your ... 
TA Wait a minute. You mow wbo 'Mlll but you doo't mow wben 
the tournament was and you'll come bact earlier, what is tbia? 
HH I aueu there is DO harm telliD& you. I am from the future and 
rm doina reacarcb for an article c:ommcmoratina the .,&den aae c:L 
Ultimate. With the first lnterplactic Champiooahipe comina up I hope 
to have my article included in the prop1m. Pcrbape you could be c:L 
aome ICI'Vice. Would you mind anawerin& some questiooa? 
TA Umm ... Ab ... sure. 
HH In the apcri pl"CCCDt,.infant atap,there arc many stranp rules 
and rule cbaqea takin& place. Ia it true that there arc no refcreca, that 
the players ati1l call their own fouls? 
TA Geoerally, except in many important pmea. 
HH This is abo the first natiooalJ that the Austin, DO ro-pull, rule is 
used? AlJo the rule allowin& the oft'coaivc player the inside pivot to the 
beckhand? 
TA Cloec CDOUJb. 
HH Good, is there still that looa twelve aecoud atall count used? 
TA Yea. 
HH Ia there abo a trend towanla tiafrter, rouabcr marker defct11e, 
JeDcrally a more pbyaic:al pmc? 
TA I'd 10 alooa with that. Yea, whatever happened to the disc 
diatmce between . • • ? 
HH Ia there abo a atapatioo, the rich JeUina ricbcr and ooly two 
first time teams at your Natiooala tbia year? 
TA I auppoee 10. 

HH Aod arc the IDCit aucceaaful teams laqe, and periodically 
empioyina a sideline defcoae? 
TA Scxne miabt say that. 
HH Are there still many delays cauaed by U'piiDCDtl and arc 
teams takina an cxborbitant amount c:L time between acorea and 
tbrowc&? 
TA Definitely. 
HH Wu a team from a place called the Bi& Apricot involved in 
aome cootrovcraiaf pmea_,aod ooc in which a above occurred and a 
figbt almost coaued? 
TA It's called the Bi& ... DO that's JOOd, the Bi& Apricot, that's 
ri&ht 
HH Ia there preaent1y a shift c:L power from the East to the Mid-
west and West? 
TA ..No comment, I have a family, you mow. 
HH OH? Well, arc the Lady Coodon the most talented team ever 
to play the pmc? 
TA Carectioo, that's tbe "Coodm" and tbe "Men Cax1on." 
HH Good,that is not in the archives. Well, I think I'll JO bact now 
and watch the tournament, you have been quite helpful. 
TA Wait! Wbo wins the Superbowl, do the Celtica repeat, what 

• ? oompamea .... 
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HH I am aorry,revcalina the future is illcgal,aod I am excited to JO 
watch the tournament I uoderataDd Satwday's pmea were played in 
an H2<) saturated atmosphere and wet soil. The primitivcoeas c:Lthat 
excites me. And I have to c~ce the first "wave" at an Ultimate 
toumamenL But say, you have been very helpful and it is a nice day 
perhaps I will return after the tournament and JO to the ocean-land 
boundary with you. I will ooly be gone for what will seem a ICOODd to 
you in tbia time frame. 
~A Oh, I ~ ... 'WOW ... you're back. You started to appear then 
disappeared apm, then reppcared, what's JOin& on here? 
HH I JOt bored and left durin& the aecood half c:L the men's final 
But, I had come this far 10 I went back, mainly to experience the wave: 
TA Bored? 
HH . Very. Bogus calls, arguments, delays, pathetic. The sponsors 
c:L our time would never stand for these intcrruptioos. Wbo would pay 
to watch the beat athletes in the Galaxy standing around arguing. 1 
would have to set a real job, give up my aecood home oo HDX 80, 
ac:ary. 

Hey, why wun't there a time limit oo di.scussioos and why didn't 
observers make calls quietly? Where was the spirit of the pmc 10 

typic:al c:L the JOldcn qe c:L Ultimate? Did it go out with the 80 mold? 
T A Y ca, I guess there were sane dirt calls and delays in the final. 
But really most pmea were great, with DO delays or hom'blc calls and 
most without need for observers. But bey, what about all this 
lpCllliOI'Ibip and job stuff. 

Intense pressure from Jim Turner (Condors) doesn't stop Dave 
Zurun (Static) from catching . 

HH Oh, I just write u a bobbie. I make a living as a prc:Leasional 
Ultimate player in the G.U.L., the Galactic Ultimate League. It is 
praently the most popular aport in the Galaxy. Of course, field 
dimen.siooa vary with planet maaa and atmospheric compositioo. This 
is why it is 10 intereatin& to discover how the aport evolved. I mean the 

Continued on pqe 26 
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Nadonals '84 
From the Outside Looldna In 

byJqrZabeJ 

5:30a.m. Friday, San Diego-I'm awakened by my alarm. Is this real 
or a dream? Oh yeah, for some crazy reason Dave and I decided to drive 
up to Santa Barbara early Friday morning 10 that we could witness all 
the action at the Nationals. I guess the crazy reasoo for doing this 
comes down to my love for the game. Sure, I wish that I was playing but 
it is hard to pass up a chance to sec the best ultimate in the country. 

Dave arrives at my house at 6:15. It's pouring outside. So much for 
the myth that it never rains in Southern California. My thoughts focus 
on 15 teams playing in the mud and rain. Glad I'm not playing! As we 
drive further North the rain stops and the weather clears. Only blue 
skies lie ahead. No, it's no usc fooling myself. I'd love to be playing. 
Participating in the Nationals is the realization c:L frisbee dreams. It's 
such a thrill and the memories you have from the Nationals are ones 
that will never fade away. 

As we ncar the playing fields the excitement rises. like any other 
large family gathering t.ogctber for Thanksgiving, Ultimate players 
from all over the country have converged in Santa Barbara over Turkey 
W celt-end for the National Ultimate Champiooships. It's quite a scene 
as friends from coast to coast who have not seen each other for possibly 
a year are reunited. The comradery that exists among Ultimate players 
is never more apparent than at this special occasion. To a certain 
extent. the pressure is off the teams that are here. The real pressure 
comes at the regional level from trying to get to the Nationals. The 
teams here have made it to the Nationals and that is a true 
accomplishment. 

From the start the men's race was wide open with no strong pro
tournament favorite. The two West Coast teams (Condors and Circus) 
looked strong while the Tunas had beaten W'J.Ddy City in the Midwest 
Regional finals. Static, from Washington, D.C., was highly regarded 
and probably the strongest team from the East Cout prior to the 
tournament's beginning. In the women's division the Condors were 
clear favorites with Boston their closest rival. 

As always, Mother Nature provided a wide range of conditioos for 
the tournament play. Friday turned into a perfect day for Ultimate: 
sunny and a little breezy. This type c:L weather benefits the West Coast 
teams and both the Condors and the Circus cruised to easy victories. 
W'mdy city also went undefeated on Friday and one of their victories 

was a great match-up that went down to the wire. In the end the Tunas 
were given new life as the Condors emerged victorious. 

In the women's pool the Condors rolled and the only suspense arose 
over who they would" beat in the finals. The Fisbeads, though not the 
force they were a year ago, showed that they could still play as they 
beat both Boston and Andromeda to cam a spot in the finals. 

At this point the most disappointing team from the men's division 
had to be Static. They appeared to have a good shot at the title going 
into the tournament as they had consistently beaten the other qualifiers 
from the Mid-Atlantic and the Northeast. Static suffered a tough 
opening loss to the Condors and never seemed to recover. On the other 
hand, the South surprised many people u both Miami and Gainesville 
beat their opponents from the Mid-Atlantic Region leaving the Mid
Atlantic Region with a perfect 0-8 record. 

The most disappointing team from the women's division was Boston. 
It seemed that the staac was set for a Condors-Spinsters clash in the 
finals but the Spinsters never lived up to their bi.l.l.ing. They lost to 
Andromeda for the first time ever. Meanwhile, the Condors proved 
tbemsclvcs to be the class of women's ultimate u they we~ never 
really pressed throughout the tournament 

The men's semis resulted in convincing victories for the Tunas and 
the Circus. It was surprising by how much the Tunas outplayed the 
City. What happened to Chicago, last year's natiooalchampions and a 
team that had woo10 convincingly at the Eastem.s? Apinst the Tunas 
they were always a few steps behind oo defense. This may have been 
indicative c:L a lack d physical preparation or maybe it could be 
attributed to a loss d the hunger that they had for victory last year. The 
winning team must have that ali-<:ODSumi.ng desire for victory. It is 
something that is hard to maintain from year to year. An indication of 
this is the fact that no team has reached the finals two years in a row 
since Glassboro woo in '79 and '80 ( thougb the Tunas have made it in 
two c:L the put three years.) 

was a convincing win over Kaboom. The Rudics and Tunas were 1-1 ~ 
with the Tunas having topped the Rudics. In the women's division the t: 
Condors and Andromeda were undefeated and Boston wu just about cf 
out of it having lost to both the Condors and Andromeda. c) 

The second day was cold and very wet 10 now the weather favored 0 

the Midwest and Eastern teams. It is clear that DO matter where the 
Nationals arc held, maybe with the exception of Hawaii, good weather 
cannot be counted oo. But maybe this provides the beat test for a 
national champion as the winning teams arc forced to perform wcU 
under a variety of conditions. 

W'J.Ddy City seems to thrive on these inclement coodit:ioos and they 
really took it to the Circus in a battle for first place in their pool. The 
Circus looked quite tentative and they couldn't find their groove. Their 
loss to the City meant that the Circus would have to play Kaboom for 
second place in the pool. Kaboom was up for the occasion and for a 
while it looted like they were going to blow the Circus out c:L the game. 
But at this point the Circus showed amazing character u they regained 
their poise and staged a great comeback to snatch victory from the jaws 
c:L defeat In the other pool the Tunas were in the unenviable position of 
having their fate decided by the outcome c:Lthe Condors-Rudic pmc. 
A Rudie victory would eliminate the Tunu while a Condor win would 
put them in the semis against Windy City. The Rudie-Condor cootest 

Danny Weiss swats a Tuna pass in finals . 

The men's finals was a wcU fougbt battle and both teams can be 
proud c:L their efforts. The Tunas held a slim lead throughout most of 
the second halfbut the Cin:ua couldn't come up with the clutch defense 
that wu needed to close the gap. The Tunas were aancwhat of a dark 
horse even thougb they had beaten the City in the Regionals and they 
earned a lot d deserved respect with their poised play and hard 
running. Someone said that it was a victor for 'generic' ultimate. The 
Tunas were like a pack c:L sleek thoroughbreds. They ran hard and wore 
teams down. In the finals St Louis shut down the Circus' patented 
Stanford offense. TlDlc and time again the Circus players would run 
towards the disc-handler and make their cuts only to find a Tuna player 
'in their shorts' the whole way. 

One low point c:L the finals was a rash c:L arguments in the middle of 
the pmc. During one point (which may have been the longest point in 

Continued on page 2 6 15 
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World B . Geek (Circus) barely gets one in the finals . 

ST. LOUIS PANTERA'S ''11JNAS" 

Tom Heimann 
Randy Duke 
Bob Hammann 
Steve Walters 
Randy Ricks 
Jack Curran 
Dee Rambeau 
Rick Li.nck 
John Daus 
Jeff Plaut 
George Spentzos 
Paul CWT&n 
Scott Keating 
Doug Parrish 
Pete Kaperick 
Lou Gartsche 
Shaun Welsch 
Joe Manser 
John Moseley 
Terry Fowler 
John Bearden 
Tun Duggan 

Kaboom 
Gang 

Wmdy City 
Fat Women 

Kaboom 
Fat Women 

Circus 
Kaboom 

18 Circus 
14 Fat Women 

19 Circus 
10 Gang 

Windy City 19 
Kaboom 14 

19 Windy City 
10 Circus 

19 Wmdy City 
16 Gang 

Fat Women 19 
Gang 17 

Pool A 
Wmdy City 
Circus 
Kaboom 
Fat Women 
The Gang 

Circus 
Condors 

1984 UPA Nadonal Uldmate Championships 
Santa Barbara 

19 
10 

19 
7 

15 
9 

19 
17 

4-0 
3-1 
2-2 
1-3 
0-4 

SEMI-FINALS 
21 Tunas 

Sce»res-Prellmlnary round 

FRIDAY 11/23 Mostly sunny, light winds, 65 deg. 

Tunas 19 .Condors 
Rude Boys 16 ,.'Static 

Condors 19 Rude Boys 
Tunas 9 Refugees 

Refugees 19 
Static 13 

SATURDAY 11/24 Rain (.58") 52 deg. 

Tunas 
Refugees 

Tunas 
Static 

19 
s 

Rude Boys 
Static 

19 
6 

Condors 
Refugees 

Condors 
Rude Boys 

STANDINGS 

Pool B 
Condors 4-{) 

Tunas 3-1 
Rude Boys 2-2 
Refugees 1-3 

19 
17 

Static 0-4 

SUNDAY 11/25 Clear, Breezy, 68 deg. 

18 
13 

19 
16 

19 
8 

19 
7 

16 Windy City 
21 
15 

Men: Tunas 
Circus 

f 
0 

COMPILED BY Suulfy :Brouglllou 

Andy Bernstein (Kaboom) amazingly grabs the disc vs. The 
Gang. 

WOMEN 

Condors 
Spinsters 

15 
11 

Andromeda 
Shakti Nuns 

Fisheads 15 Andromeda 
Shatki Nuns I 0 Spinsters 

Condors 15 
Fisbeads 6 

Condors 15 
Andromeda 5 

Condors IS 
Shakti Nuns 8 

Fisheads 
Spinsters 

Fisbeads 
Andromeda 

Spinsters 
Shakti Nuns 

15 
2 

FINALS 

Women 
Condors 
Fisbeads 
Andromeda 
Spinsters 
Shakti Nuns 

21 Women: Condors 
18 Fisbeads 

4-{) 

3-1 
2-2 
1-3 
0-4 

18 
13 

15 
9 

15 
10 

15 
11 

15 
8 

Dee Dee Koblarz and teammate dive in the finals . 

Condors and Spinsters collide in the prelims. 

SANTA BAIUJARA WOMEN CONDORS. 

Linda Akutagawa 
Sue Bland 
Ann Cohan 
Katie Ingalls 
Gloria Fletcher 
Kelly Green 
Cathy Lamoureux 
Noelle Lee 
Dana Lewis 
Julie Lewis 
Deanne Martin 
Liz Marino 
Michele Pezzoli 
Sandy Ross 
Joanie Schumacher 
Barbara Snowball 
Lynn Tabor 
Cindy Tamaki 
Lili Carbone 

f 
0 
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Ccotinued from pqe 13 me to see the area oCthe field where I am forcing the throw. If a receiver 
After movina to Portlaod. Orqoo this August I started playing with breaks free, I am likely to see the cut, enabling me to make a quick move 

the Funhop. They throw cAen. abort paaaea (2 meters), unpreaaured to discourqe the thrower (or block a pass). Once the paaa baa been 
dumps, whatever. They keep the disc movin&- It worl'a!·Some people foiled. I move back to the original forcing position. 
have said "the more throws, the greater the cbaoce o{ failure." Tbeae Keep in mind that every pmoo must find their own best way. People 
people obviously have little c:oofidence in their own ability. In a game I have their unique strengths and weaknesses, we are our own judge oC 
feel good throwing and catching the disc. The ID~:m frequently I get the how to be most effective. Also, fve found that different opponents 
disc, the better I feel and the more relaxed I become. This heightens my require different approaches. My peripheral style sometimes bites the 
sense oC bein& part oC the game. I become more in tune with my big wbazoo against certain opponents. By the way . .. you're still 
teammates and the game. Repeatedly catching and throwing sua:es&- reading this article? Thanks! 
fully while under pressure reinforces my self-confidence. This improves Now, the rest of the story. A fundamental aspect d play even more 
my play and enelJY level. Surely you all have had similar experiences. important than good technique in throwing or good defensive response 

The rapid movement of the disc also keeps the defense off balance. is the player's mind set. Another painfully obvious factor, yes. But one 
Suppose in a penon on person defense you lose sight d the disc while that is ~ neglected, especially when our egos rear their ugly heads. 
you watch your opponent A couple of quick throws moves the disc to a Recall my reference to the word conscious earlier? Yea, back in the 
new location. Maybe the throws OCCUlTed too fut for your teammates second paragraph. The conscious mind contains virtually all the 
to call out the move (or they simply foraot to call "up" or "swing.") stumblin& blocks to successful performance. Possibly you've beard of a 
Your pmoo cuts in an \Ulexpected direction and gets the disc. Sound "stated~." particularly in regards to athletics. It involves a state 
familiar? Additiooally,awellknownwaytobeatazoneDistokeepthe d mind where a person operates at their " full" potential (which is 
disc movin&- Further evidence that the more throws the greater the probablylimitless). Acommondescriptionisofobservingooeselffrom 
likelihood of success on offense. (It also keeps a zone running their outside, ofbein& acutely aware d everythin& that was goin& on around 
butts oft). at the time. 1be sensation is as if someone else was in control d your 

I just mentioned watching your person while on defense. Many body, yetyouknowyouhavecontrol.Itisastateofmindthatisatthe 
people believe watching the receiver's eyes is the most effective way to core of many religioos and philosophies. It is a crucial factor in 
tell where and when they are going to cut and where the disc is located. professional sports, in the martial arts, in aU things done excellently. 
If this worts best for you, fine, keep doing iL It usually doesn't work rm having difficuhy describin& this concept because it is really beyond 
Mll for me. I like to know where the disc is by keeping it in my vision. A -words. When a person starts to think consciously about what they are 
fellow player augeated that I use my ears to tell where the disc is on the doing, when they direct attention towards the self, they cannot enter a 
field. As yet I haven't developed that ability enough to rely on iL I am stated grace. The doubts and fears of the conscious are brought forth 
wortiDg on this though. I find it very effective to keep my opponent on and thus a person usually doesn't perform as well. Hence the advantage 
ooe aide d my peripheral vision and the disc on the other side. 1be dbeing spontaneous with throws, ofbein& in tune with aU your sensory 
priority is to always keep the person in sight, losing sight d the disc if facilities (hearing, vision, etc.) d focusin& outside yourself. Ultimate 
neceaaary. Don't look at a specific object, concentrate on the whole embraces a spirit that is very conducive to a "state of grace." Many d 
field d vision. I do this peripberal stuff when I'm marking. It enables you have been there, I applaud you. 

Ultimate Resources 
UPA NATIONAL OFFICE: 
Brian Murphy 
P.O. Box 7575 
Greenwich. cr 06836 
(203) 611-1572 
This is the place to Jet general information on 
the sport, rules, tournaments, teams in your 
area, how to start a team or how to run an 
ultimate leque. 
UPA MEMBERSHIPS: 
Carney Foy 
P.O. Box 2600 
Mesa, AZ 85204 
(602) 830-1831 
If you want to get involved or just learn more 
about the aport, JOIN 1HE UPA! It only 
costs seven dollars and you get a subecription 
to the UP A newsletter, a copy d the rules, a 
UPA mini disc and a UPA membership 
card. 
BOOKS ON ULTIMATE: 
Revolutionary Publicatioos 
P.O. Box 4784 
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
(805) 964-{)458 
This is where to order the txd ULTIMATE: 
the fundamentals o( the aport by Tom 
Kennedy and lrv Kalb.lt is the beat and only 
book written specifically on Ultimate with 
information for all levels of play. It is well 
ld 

illustrated with drawings and action photos, Specialty Discs Sport Promotions 
along with a lesson plan and several Ultimate Amy Bemand 
drills. 835 East El Monte 
VIDEOS OF ULTIMATE: San Gabriel, CA 91778 
Lee Flynn If you want to buy Wham-0 or specialty 
P.O. Box 1416 discs, contact Amy Bernand. Wham-0 baa 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 been deeply involved with Ultimate from the 
(505) 984-1815 start and so baa Dan Roddick. Dan baa a 
Lee bas a larze collection of videos of tremendous amount d information about the 
Ultimate action including a very hot tape of growth d Ultimate. 
the finals of the 1982 UPA NATIONAL DISCS: 
CHAMPIONSHIPS. This tape is a great Disc Craft 
introduction to what the sport and the UP A is Jim Kenner 
all abouL P.O. Box 275 
INTRAMURAL INFORMATION: Westland, MI 48185 
Paul Lee (313) 421-4322 
U.C. Santa Barbara Here is another source of specialty discs 
Trailer :tll304 suitable for Ultimate. Diaccraft is a player 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 owned oompany with fast persooable service. 
(805) 961-3908 DISCS & MISC.: 
If you are thinking of starting an Ultimate Discoverin& the World 
league or prosram, then you might want to Roo Kaufman 
talk to Paul Lee who baa been the UCSB P.O. Box 125 
intramural director since 1977. The UC Davis, CA 95617 
Santa Barbara intramural program started in (916) 7 56-DISC 
1980 and now bas over 70 teams. This is the place to order UP A discs and 
DISCS: shirts along with other disc paraphernalia. 
Wham-0 Whether it's a disc, a shirt, a backy sack or 
Dan Roddick field cones, Roo and his staff at DISCOVER-
835 East El Monte ING1HEWORIDprovidepromptdelivery 
San Gabriel, CA 9177 8 d all orders from their huge catalog. Call or 
(818) 287-9681 ext. 278 send for it today. 
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Continued from page 8 
With Kaboom celebrating, the Rudiea awaited the result d the 

Coast-Strangler match. This also turned out to be a puelin& contest. 
Each team was now playing their sixth game and were visibly tired. 
However, the Coast jumped out to an early first half lead which they 
carried into the second. 1be Stranglers rallied to tie the game at twelve. 
The teams traded the lead several times Wltil the Stranglers prevailed 
17-15. The Coast was finally eliminated, but they played a great 
tournament This team learned a lot from this Regional Experience and 
will be among the contenders when play resumes in the spring. 

Nooch (Stranglers) looks to score against Coast to Coast. 

The Loser's Bracket final was antk:limactic. 1be Rudies took 
advantage of their between game bye and routed the tired, but 
determined Strangler team, 21-8. 1be future of this new Boston team is 
in doubL Many are student.s d Tufts University who are planning to 
reform their team for the spring College Nationals. If this is the cue, 
their fortunes should be greatly enhanced by their performance at 
SUNY Purchase. No one expected them to advance as far as they did. 

As the men concluded their action, the women were playing their 
final game. In that contest, the Spinsters overwhelmed Survival, the 
New York based club in the first half with a 9-2 advantage. The second 
half was much more even. but the Boston club advanced to the 
Nationals for the second straight year with a convincing 17-9 victory. 

Many thanks to Mike Farnham for putting on a very good tourney 
and to Brian Dobyns for requisitioning the port~san. 

Maurice Latice ( Kaboom) gets the disc despite Nick 
Donohue (Rudes) . 

It' 1 Tuna Time 
Central Reafonal Championship 

November 3-4, 1984, Lexlnpon, 
Kentucky ~ smith 

1beae two teams have met each other on numerous occasioos! 
Eighteen times since the bqinning o{ their ex:iatence and neither team 
wanted to loee in their match-up in the Champiooahip game. 

1be 1984 Central Ultimate Champiooahips, Lexi!Jilm, Kentucky, 
November 3-4, was the start of many more encounters; this time 
II'OUDd though, Tunas 22, Windy City 20! An incredibly cloee score 
between teams d equal strength and more importantly, determination. 

Holt.ed at 1be K.entuclty Horse Part, an overwhelmingly beautiful 
aod serene setting in the heart d the muearus with the expected 
Tborobreda playing in the whitH"enced coofinea, tourney orpnizers 
Uxmie Roland, Leonard Jobnloo, and Steve Albert produced one d 
the better orpnized Central Cbampiooahip Tournaments in recent 
hi.Jtory. 1be meet was well equipped with lined fields, scoring devices, 
central orpnizers tent for disc and shirt sales, pl'OIJ'UD, bathroom 
facilities and parking. 1be captain's meeting was well planoed and 
literature was handed out to all captains which contained all oeceuary 
information. 1be Saturday nite entertainment was on the site, with free 
beer and music after an exhausting day of sun, Ultimate and the usual 
lat.o--day rain! 

Wmdy City and the Tunas had similar games in the semis, playing 
Coffee and Donuts from Kalamazoo, Michigan and the Horror
Zoat.ala from Lawrence, Kansas, respectively. Both woo handily for 
the expect.ed show-down for the first place slot. 

Not only did these two teams badger each other defensively and 
muterfully push the disc in the endzooe on oft'enae, they also played 
1101t to some other foes: wind. rain and cold! 

Out to a ahockingly poor start, the Tunas Mre looking at an uphill 
MttJe apinatthe current Worid Qwnpiooa when they found tbemlelvea 
down 5-0. 1be Wmdy City team saw that tremendous lead cut to a 
three point marain at half 11-8. Both teams played up to their National 
Cbampiooahip abilities throughout the second half. Finally tying it at 
IS's. Wmdy Mot ahead with two straight scores and a little 
momentum, yet the Tunas knotted it again at 17, then 19. The City 
again took the lead with 20 only to see the Tunas tie it again. 

1be Tunas showed their remarkable "cando" attitude by scoring the 
next two scores winning the Cbampiooahips 2~20. 

Pool A 
1. Wmdy City, Qlicqo, IL 
2. Michipn State, E. Lanaing. MI 
3. Kentucky Flying Circus, Luinpoo, KY 
4. Wmooa K.l.inpa, Wmooa, MN 
Pool B 
1. Tunas, St. Lcuia, MO 
2. Third World, Olic&F, IL 
3. OKC Jam, Oklahoma City, OK 
4. Cincinnati Slow Oilldren, Cincinnati, OH 
PooiC 
1. Horror-Zootala, Lawrence, KS 
2. Madison Ultimate, Madison, WI 
3. Young Republicaoa, Kansas City, MO 
4. Full Tilt, Carbondale, IL 
PooiD 
1. Coffee & Donuts, Kalamazoo, MI 
2. Ohio University, Oxford, OH 
3. Flying Tempina, Ann Arbor, MI 
4. Boone County, Columbia, MO 
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Refuaee's Reach 
Promised Land -. 

Southem Regional Championships 

Pool A Records 
1. Atlanta Oz and the Ruby Cleats 3..{) 
2. Mobile Ultimate 2-1 
3. Tampa Sunftigbt 1-2 
4. Texas Slugs ~3 
Atlanta beat Texas 13 to 6 while Mobile beat Tampa 13 to 8. Atlanta 
then beat Tampa 13 to 11 while Mobile beat Texas 13 to 8. Atlanta 
then ended the first day of play undefeated by beating Mobile 13 to 10. 
PoolB 
1. Austin Snakes 2-1 
2. Miami Refugees 3-0 
3. Huntsville Ultimate 1-2 
4. Texas A&M Aggies ~3 
Austin beat Texas A&M 13 to 8 while Miami beat Huntsville 13 to 3. 
Austin then beat Huntsville 13 to 11 while Miami beat Texas A&M 13 
to 8. Miami then upset the No. 1 seed Austin with a 13 to 10 win. 
Pool C 
1. Gainesville Fat Women 3-0 
2. Athens Ultimate 1-2 
3. Austin Ether Bunnies 2-1 
4. Baton Rouge ~3 
Fla. beat Baton Rouge 13 to 7 while the Ether Bunnies upset Athens 13 
to 10. Fla. then beat Ether Bunnies 13 to 10 and Athens beat Baton 
Rouge 13 to 11 . Fla. then went 3-{)forthedaybybeatingAthens (G~) 
13 to 8. The Ether Bunnies then beat Baton Rouge 13 to 10 to finish 
second. 
PoolD 
1. New Orleans Gang o{ Disk 3-0 
2. Houstin Ultimate 2-1 
3. Atlanta DLO ~3 
4. U.C.F. Dogs of War (Fla.) 1-2 
G.O.D. beatU.C.F.13to16whileHoustoobeatAtlantaD.L.0 . 13to 
10, then G.O.D. beat D.L.O. 13 to 7 and Houston beat U.C.F. 13 to 
10. G.O.D. then won their pool with a 14 to 12 victory over second 
place Houston. 

QUARTERS 
1. Atlanta, one of the regional favorites, were stunned by Houston's 
touch man to man coverage. Houston led all the way and never looked 
back as they sent Atlanta back home for the second straight regional. 
Houston won 15 to 12. 
2. Miami started slow by falling behind 2..{) but by halftime they led 
Mobile 8-6. Miami started the second half strong and jumped out to a 
11 to 7 lead when Mobile mounted their comeback. Miami's offense 
finally ended the game with a 10 pass drive to win 1 5 to 13. 
3. Gainesville jumped out on top of Austin with a 8 to 3 halftime lead. 
By the time Austin started getting their act together, it was too late 
Gainesville won easily 15 to 10. 
4. This was the most sboclring game of the quarter finals when the 
Austin Ether Bunnies upset the host Gang of Disc team from New 
Orleans. Usin& a zone defense the Ether Bunnies cause G.O.D. to 
make many mistakes. 1be Ether Bunnies built a big lead and G.O.D. 
did not have enough to fight back so the Ether Bunnies made it to the 
final four by winning 1 5 to 11. 
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FINAL FOUR 
It was decided teams would draw for the flfSt game match-ups. The 
draw went like this: 
1. Gainesville vs. Miami 
2. Houston vs. Austin Ether Bunnies 

The tournaments two unbeaten teams played a see-saw battle early in 
which they lead was back and forth several times. Gainesville made the 
first ms,jor mistake by turning over the disc while down 7-6 and Miami 
went into halftime with an 8 to 6 lead. Miami received the secood half 
pull and scored on an exciting drive which ended with Dave Dewitt 
making a diving catch and kept both feet down· in the end zone. 
Gainesville then turned the disc over and Miami jumped out to a 10 to 6 
lead. Both of the team's offenses matched points the rest of the game 
and Miami stunned the t:1 seed Gainesville Fat Women with a 15 to 
11 upset victory. 

Fat Woman flys as Sam Corcos gets catch in 
Sectionals. 

Houston had little trouble with the Austin Ether Bunnies zone 
defense. Houston went out early with an 8 to 3 halftime lead. Houston 
had little trouble the rest of the way and won 1 5 to 7 over the Ether 
Bunnies. 

Miami now played the tiring Austin Ether Bunnies. Miami was sky
high over the Gainesville victory and went out and took apart the Ether 
Bunny zone defense. Miami jumped to an 8 to 3 halftime lead. Tasting 
their first national appearance, Miami never let up and went on to crush 
the Ether Bunnies 15 to 6. 

Meanwhile, Houston jumped to a big 11 to 6 lead over a dejected 
Gainesville and it looked like Miami and Houston. But Gainesville 
staged the tournament's most exciting comeback and outscored 
Houston 9 to 1 to win a berth to the nationals with a 1 5 to 12 victory. 

Miami, a team nobody expected to take it all, is now the number one 
team in the south. Congratulations Miami. Let's show everyone that 
the south is on the rise. 

Static Cllaas to MA Tide 
The Mid-Atlandc Reponals 
by Steve Goodwin 

Ithadbeensonicefortheentirefall. Weonlyencounteredrainoocethe 
entire season and that was in the Northeast. True to form. however, 
Indian Summer left D.C. just in time for the serious Ultimate to begin. 
So, on a freezing cold Saturday morning, the captains o{ the various 
teams agreed upon a double elimination format with the winner of the 
loser's bracket playing the loser of the winner's bracket for a trip to 
Santa Barbara. 

Pool A featured Static Disc, the Boozie Idiots, Periodic Tables, and 
Penn. State. They would cross with Pool D, which contained UPENN, 
The Gang, UV A, and Lehigh. Pool B was Disc Drive, the Kamikaus, 
Princeton, and Lehigh Valley. They would cross with Pool C, which 
contained the Worms, Mr. Pouce, the Knights of Nee, and Bucks 
County. Winners would continue to play winners throughout the 
tourney, and the team that went 4..{) would take the number one spot in 
the Region and the trip to the Nationals that came with it 

First round action saw Static, UPENN, the Worms, Mr. Pouce, the 
Kamikaus, the Gang, Periodic Tables, and Disc Drive come up 
winners. Losers in that round went to the loser's bracket and faced off in 
cross-pool play in round two. 

The second round would cut the number of undefeated teams in half 
apin. The Gang beat UPENN in one of the tournament's closer 
games; Mr. Pouce ran hard for a victory against the Worms; Disc Drive 
took the Kamikaus, but not without a battle; and Static defeated their 
sectional rivals, the Tables. This set up the third "do or die" round of 
the day, which would produce at least one team that was on their way 
out west 

Mr. Pouce squared off against Disc Drive in a tough man-~man 
fight Disc Drive is made up largely of ex-Princeton and Rutgers 
players, and they may be the best man-~man team ever produced in 
New Jersey. Mr. Pouce prevailed, however, and earned a spot in 
Sunday morning's final. 

Meanwhile, last year's winners were getting ready for yet another of 
their typically long games. This round was played to 19 points, and 
would tum into an endurance test. The Gangjumped out to a 3-0 lead, 
but Static tied it up. The Gang scored three more to go up 6-3, but 
again, Static tied it at 6-6. Goal trading ensued, and the half ended with 
the Gang up, 1~9. TbeGang'szonedefenseisunquestionablythebest 
in existence. Other teams can play a zone and some may even be semi
effective, but the Gang cut off the passin& lanes so well, and they have 
such great communication. that no matter how hard their opponents 
play defense, they've still got to score against the zone to win. 
Fortunately for Static, patience was in abundance and would allow 
them to score and play tight D. The secood half started with more goal 
trading to 13-13. Then, Static started to tire out the Gang and pulled 
ahead for good. The final score was 19-1 5, Static. This would send the 
Gang to the loser's bracket and Static would play Mr. Pouce in the first 
game Sunday to determine first place. 

At 10:00 a.m., Static and Mr. Pouce took the field in a game to 21 
that would determine the winner o{ the tourney. Mr. Pouce has just 
moved to the Mid-Atlantic region after playing for a number o{ years 
under various pseudonyms in the South. They missed a shot at the 
Nationals last year by losing to Gainesville in the Southern semi's. 
Since they were actually closer to most Mid-Atlantic teams (North 
Caro~ is a hell oC a long way from New Orleans), they were 
pemutted (and encouraged) to move to the MA 

Static was probably never more ready to play a game. They have had 
an excellent fall in which they've defeated every team on the East 
Coast and lost to only four. They jumped out to an early lead that they 
would never relinquish and went on to beat Mr. Pouce 21-10. Their trip 
to the Nationals secure, the D.C. fellas started to pop the bubbly and 

soak up the suds. They were all poured into cars for the long ride to the 
suburbs. Mr. Pouce would have to play the Gang(whoedged UPENN 
again in the loser's bracket) to determine the number two team from the 
region. 

This game was close in the early going, as Mr. Pouce showed great 
patience against the Gang's zone. But the Gang, with their backs 
against the wall, started to put it into overdrive and went on to win 
handily. > 

Static, the Gang, and Andromeda gathererd for the award cere
mony, indulged in a little frenzied celebration, and then Igor uttered the 
phrase that you11 hear plenty oC in Santa Barbara ... THE MID 
ATLANTIC IS FRANTIC!! Break out the hot tubs, here we come. 

Westem Clown Show 
by Peter Norvig 

In 1982, when the Nationals changed to the ten-team format, ev.eryone 
figured the Condors and Circus would be the two teams to make it out 
oC the Western Region. It took three years for the two teams to qualify 
in the same year, but they finally made it 

like last year, the format for the Westerns was four pools o{ four, 
games to 15, with the winner oC each pool moving on to the semifinals 
on Saturday, and the finals on Sunday. The second place finishers in 
each pool, and the losers oC the playoff games moved into a loser's 
bracket. Thus, it was essentially a double-elimination tournament 
There were bound to be plenty of good teams in the loser's bracket, as 
the Condors, Circus, San Diego Spinoffs and Boulder Stains all had 
NatiooaJ&.q,uallty teams. 

i 
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A Stains pass is eaten by Ted Roach (Condors) . 
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The four seeded teams each woo their pools. The Coodora, Circus, 
and Stains had no problema, but for San Diep> it was quite a strugle, 
as three teams all had a shot to win their pool. The Por:Uand .FWl Hop, 
last year's fourth-seeded team,justpputthe Berkeley Ant Men, 17-
16 in sudden death, oo a Bob Gap to Steve Hill pus. They were then 
~by Albuquerque Anarchy, 15-12. That meant that if Portlaod 
could beat San Diego, the three teams would be tied at 2-1. If the pme 
was close, San Diego would win the pool on points, and Portland~ 
be secood, but if Portland woo by S or more, they'd win and San Diego 
wouJd be eliminated. Anarchy, after beatina the Ant Men, could only 
sit and root for San Diego, a position they thouaht they'd never be in. 
Portland took an early lead, and when Cole was carried cB the field 
with a bad knee and the Fun Hop up 12-8, tbinp looked very bad for 
the Spinoft"s. But the Fun Hop started tbrowin& away apinst ~ 
Portland zone. The wind picked up, and Portland was often throWlDI 
ten passes before they p out d their own end zone. San Die&a was 
able to tie at 14 before Portland finally scored two more to lead 14-12 
in a pme to 1 S. Brat threw long to get the 13th, but then almost banded 
Portland the game by tbrowin& one into the dirt at midfield. Somehow 
Ibmy Wallace came up with an interceptioo. and the Spinoffs came 
beck, ICOriDa three more in a row to win 16-14. 

! 
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Barely missing Barney Brunner (Circus) allows a Dark Star 
completion. 
Boulder's offense is based on running. They like to keep the receivers 

at least 1 S yards downfield, and have them cut back bard one at a time, 
or run parallel cuts at that distance. But Santa Barbara runs bard too, 
and they were able to cootain Boulder's 0 and jump out to a 9-4lead. 
Bad throw selection and good poacb.i.ng defense allowed Boulder to 
come back to tie at ll's and 12's, and finally go ahead 13-12. This was 
an emotional highpoint for Boulder, but they couldn't maintain the 
pressure, and Santa Barbara escaped with a 17-15 win. 

In the other semifinal, Circus and San Diego traded goals to 6-6. The 
wind picked up a little, but Circus never let San Diego set up the zone. 
Instead, it was the SpincBs who were affected, as a string c:l sloppy 
turnovers gave Circus an 11-8 lead. The teams traded goals to 1 5-11 , 
and then another Spinoff turnover gave Circus a 16-11lead. San Diego 
came back, as they always do, to within 16-14 before Circus pushed in 

~ the winning goal J! Sunday morning saw Boulder matched against Dark Star and Kaos 
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Donny Wallace (Spinoffs) helps beat Portland with an outlet. 

apinst San Diego. Both games were closer than expected. Santa Cruz 
~ jumped out to an early 6-3 lead. On some points Kaos would never get 

out of their own end zone before turning it over. But once they got past 
the tint box of defenders, they were quick to keep moving, usin& givo
and-gos as well as cross field passes. San Diego could never reset the 
zone. The key to Kaos's success was the willingness of backs like Chris 
and Peter Chase to fake the marker and throw past him to the weak side 

The other surprisin& team in the round robin was the Arizona Plastic 
Surpooa. Altbouab seeded 16th, they upeet the (714 ), the LA Area 
team. That left three teams tied at 1-2, but the SutpODS advanced 
based on the point spread. This points out the flaw in the tournament 
format: the SUlJICODS advanc:ed with a 1-2 record. while Anarchy was 
almost eliminated with a 2-1 record. 

The tint round d the loser's bracket elimin•ted two thirds of the 
Rocky Mountain teams: Dark Star beat Anarchy and Kaos handled the 
Surpooa. 

The semis matched San Diego against Circus, in a rematch of last 
year's Western's semis, and the Condors apinst a muc~~ed 
Stains team. Boulder had picked up Jack Safferty and B11 Jun from 
Dallas bad Micbipn's Mart Orders, and a bolt of other top players. 
They ~ere the one team with a chance to break into the bia time, &;nd 
they may have been more inspired than any other te&m: They ~ce 
five days a week, in two feet d snow, lately, and their practices are 
tough. Drop a pass-you do ten pushups, with no questions asked. 
Boulder knew they were an underdoa. but they were confident they 
were goin& to qualify. Altbouah they're isolated and don't get to play as 
many games as other teams, they bad beaten each of the three top 
cootenders this year. Like Chicago in last year's Nationals, they were 
an up and comin& team with high ambitioos. 

c:ithe zone. Often teams that are less experienced against a zone will let 
the marker take away half the field, and force a throw to the strong side. 

After a while the wind started to pick up, and the downfield Kaos 
players started to get a little tentative. San Diego was able to reset the 
zone and force turnovers. They tied at 7-7, and started mavin& ahead. 
The final was San Diego 17, Santa Cruz 11 . 

The Stains-Dark Star game was close all the way. They traded 
downwind goals, with Boulder never behind until Dark Star pushed 
across a big upwind goal for a 10-9lead. They kept the momentum 00. 
and took a 12-9 lead. When the wind picked up, Dark Star tried a 1-3-
2-1 zone. They were able to trap Boulder against the sidelines 
successfully, but that seemed to be the Stains strategy as much as Dark 
Star's good defense. Sure enough, the Stains worked it all the way 
up6eld twice in a row, with a downwind goal in between, to tie at 12-12. 
John King had a couple of great plays in this run, but then it was 
Boulder's tum. They just scored every time they got the disc, and 
cruised to a 17-14 win. 

The finals would be a rematch c:ilast year's Condors-Circus game. 
The Condors received the pull, but their tint pass bounced cB the 
receiver's bands and was knocked down by Mike McQuillan. The 
teams traded downwind goals to a 4-3 Circus lead. Then Alan Siegal 
p a block, and Mike bit Masher for an upwind goal and a S-3 lead. At 
this point the Circus defensive team, the "no-disc-skills" squad, took 

over the game. First there was a pick call apin.st S.D., and after IDOIIt 
players bad stopped, the Coodor disc handler threw ooe croufield that 
carried out d bounds in the wind. It seemed like play was dead, but the 
rules for this tournament said that the thrower is respoosible for not 
tbrowin& it away in that situatioo. so after a dispute it was Circus's disc. 
They man:bed it in, then let up one more Condor goal before aettin& 
two more on Condor drops and two more on defensive plays by Funk 
and Frisco. That made it 9-4. Circus kept going to take a 11-S lead into 
halftime. 

All the Circus players remembered last year's finals, where they bad 
a 14-9 lead over the Condors before losin& 21-19. They were 
determined not to let that nightmare reoccur. Santa Barbara bad just 
bad one of their worst halves ever, they needed to come up with 5' 
something different for the second half. ~ 

Circus received the second half pull, and man:bed it in. Santa U 
Barbara started dropping easy catches. Was it the wind, was it mass o 
uncoordination by the Condors, or was it great D by the Circus? In any 
event, once they got the turnover, Circus was able to score almost every 
time, even with the defensive team plaYin& most dthe pme. They P 
five straight goals before Ted Roach bit Bozeman with a nice upwind 
bomb to make it 16~. As Doze spiked the disc you could see it was 
more in frustration than triumph. This was their tint chance to set up a 
defense since the first pull of the half, and they tried a zone. P.M. threw 
abammeroverthe zone, and then Circus never let them set up, as Mike, 

Daniel (Condors) blocks Mouse (Circus) in Westerns. 
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Dan, and Funk were swinging 40 yard puses side to side. They scored 
upwind to make it 17~. and the Condors never tried the zone &pin. 
Not that they had much chance, as Circus ended it quickly. When Rick 
Guyer p open in the end zone, P.M. joined Dan Weiss as the second 
noo-Coodor in history to throw the winning goal in a Westerns. 

The final was 21 -7. The Condors were held to 2 goals in the whole 
second half. Nobody could remember a Condor loss even approecbing 
this one. Their worst loss ever was the 21 -13 beating Glassboro gave 
them in the 1980 Nationals. And this was almost double that ID&IJin! 
The really amazina thing is that game was not even u close as the score 
suggests. You miaht guess that the Condors were able to wort the disc, 
but were frustrated at the end zone. But that wasn't what happened. 

Kaey Nakae and Jimmy Garieri anxiously await the disc. 

Instead, time and apin, the Condors would turn it over after two or 
three passes, and the Circus would march it in for the score. The 
Condors rarely got a second chance. 

The next game pitted Boulder apinst San Diep>. The winner wou1d 
play Santa Barbara for the second spot. San Diep> cootn''led the start 
d the game. St:roos pulla by Herrick and Zabel let them set up the zooe 
on the goal line, and Boulder couldn't get put il San Diego took a 
quick 2-0 lead, and extended it to 7-4, and then 9-S. At that point San 
Diego started throwing some passes away, but more importantly 
Boulder started to fipue out their zone. It may sound like a cliche, but 
San Diego's best offense is their defense; they try to get you to turn it 
over on your own goal line, and they're much less effective when they 
have to., SO or 60 yarda for a score. Boulder came all the way back to 
tie at 10-10, and lead 13-11. It looked like San Diep> was just 
outm•tcblld. The Spinoft8 had played well all ~ but when 
Boulder's Bi& Jim went up over two defenders to make it 16-13, the 
chances for yet another Spinoff comeback looked bad. But San Diego 
wouldn't give up. Some bad Boulder puses gave the SpincBs the disc 
three times, and now they were able to work it, tyin& the game at 16-16. 
A bomb by Boulder went off two receiver bands, and San Die., 
marched 60 yards upwind for the goal. The Spi.ooft's set up the zone 
once apin, and after a dozen throws Boulder got anxious, and Big 
Jim's loa& upside down throw feU to the pound. The Spildfs warted it 
in for their fifth straight goal and an 18-16 win. 

That meant the Spinafs faced the Condors in the cooaolation finals, 
and &pin people tbou&bt back to last year, when the Spinafs beat a 
disappointed Circus team in a similar situatioo. For a while, it looked 
like the Spinofl's wou1ddo it apin. The Condors looked like they were 
still in a daze, and San Diego went up4-0. That meant the Condors had 
just been outacored by a cumulative 16-2I.DIUJin! Who wou1d have 
believed it? The Coodora finally got oo the board, and then scored a big 
upwind goal to make it 6-2. They traded goals to 7-3, and then Kent 
made a divin& catch at midfield. He rolled oo the ground, crawled 
through tM marlcen kgs, pup, dished cBto Tommy Lewis, and took 
df downfield. Tommy tried to hit him deep, but the pass was 
overthrown. Ted Roach came from out d nowhere to make the full
extension arab 7-4. The crowd went crazy. 

After Roach's heroics, it was time for Kaye Nakae to take over. San 
Diego threw one away, and Kaye tossed a hammer to make it 7-5. One 
goal later, Kaye bombed upwind to Roach to tie at 7-7, and then he 
caucbt the go-ahead .,U. He threw another hammer to make it 10-8, 
and then had an unbelievable divin& block to put the Condors up 13-11 , 
and another block to make it 14-11. The teams traded goals to 16-13, 
but this time there was to be no incredl'ble Spinofl' comeback. 
Eventually, Bob Austin bit Brian O'Donnell for the winner, 19-14. 
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Traffic Zone stuff a survival pass. 

points back and forth. until the Spinsters tied it up at 14 all. The point 
ceiling was 17. They were tied at IS and tied at 16. Survival had 
possession, but Susan Burke made a diving block, and went on to catch 
the disc in the end zone. The Spinsters won 17-16. 

On Sunday morning we continued the round robin. Traffic played 
Survival during round five in a game which determined who'd play the 
Spinsters in the final. Traffic was down by four points at the half, and 
fought hard, but never managed to come back. This set up the final as a 
re-match c:i Saturday's Spinster-Survival game. The game was close at 
first, but Survival couldn't duplicate their previous day's performance, 
and the Spinsters won 1 S-8, sending themselves off to the Nationals 
again. 

The tournament was marked by great weather and great Ultimate 
spirit. The Spinsters go off to Santa Barbara with our best wishes and 
hopes, but the otherS teams also deserve awards. Best NewT -shirt goes 
to ZULU from the "Massaversity of Unichussets." Check out the 
"inspiration" on the sleeves. Funkiest outfit goes to Jane-his-Wife for 
their matching (?) shorts. Traffic gets this year's recruiting award for 
showing up with 20 players, all in orange. The Roses get the rising
from-th~ashes award for getting reorganized and revitalized this 
season. Survival, besides getting second place, gets the "it can be 
done" award for coming so close to breaking the Spinster's winning 
streak. Next season should be more competitive than ever. 

24 A Traffic outlet against Survival captain Gloria . 

Shaktl Nuns Win It All 
So. Reglonals: Women's Division 
by Rhonda M Williams 

During a weekend c:i surprisingly good Louisiana weather (remember 
that New Orleans downpour during last year's Nationals?), Gaines
ville's Shakti Nuns triumphed for the second consecutive year in the 
Women's Southern Regional Championship. In a five team round
robin (Atlanta's O-Zone, Austin's Supremes, Texas A&M's Snatchers, 
and Irving's Heartless Horizontals completed the five team roster), the 
Supremes and O-Zone gave Shakti her toughest games, scoring eight 
and six points respectively in games to eleven. O-Zone's 3-1 record in 
the preliminaries (including an 11-2 drubbing of the listless Supremes) 
earned them a berth in the finals, where they succumbed lS-4 to the 
mighty women of Florida. Gainesville joins her men's team (the Fat 
Women) and Miami in an aU-Florida sweep of the South. Good luck in 
Santa Barbara, Shakti. 

Ann Cohan (Condors) snaps one off in the finals . 

1\iinouneement 
Bob Evans has volunteered his time and 
efforts in coordinating our high school 
Ultimate/school curriculum project. His 
address is: 358 Marlborough St. 

Boston, MA 02116 
-------- 617-266-3031----
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Continued from page 6 
Despite these setbacks and a long night c:i swilling away their 

sorrows, it was a strong and psyched Spinster squad that took to the 
field oo. Sunday. They socialized heavily, heckled and cheered the final 
games enthusiastically, and put on a fine halftime show. The T-shirt 
sale effort was DOt very successful, however, due to a late start and utter 
lack c:i sense of responsibility on the part of most Spinsters by one 
o'clock. Nevertheless, they rallied to take Ze lo and show everyone 
where the East Cout l'f!tllly excels. 

SHAKTINUNS 

(SUJll to the tune c:i the Beverly Hillbillies) 
Come listen to the story about the Shakti Nuns 
An Ultimate team aimin' for nwnber one 
Little did we know we'd wind up nwnber five 
Isn't it a shame . .. but did ya see us dive?? 
Flight time that is-in the air-on the ground. 
Once upon a field we played Andromeda 
Rivals from Washington stomped Florida 
Next time around with the Fisheads we did compete 
Isn't it too bad that again we did get beat 
Awesome though-totally- fer sure 

Next game we played on rainy Saturday 
Against the Condors our best game we did play 
The game was great and so were they 
I'm sure glad that I'm a Shakti ... Nun that is- women's ultimate-

loads of fun. 
On the field again the Spinnies were our match 
Now we apologize 'cause we couldn't even catch 
And that's bow it was in Santa B. '84 
Lost all our games . .. but we'll be playin more 
Shakti Nuns we are, Ultimate fools and proud of it! 

by Cindy Fuher and Saut Wallace 

Kathy Lamoureaux (Condors) dumps aganist Shakri . 

Apin .. . it happened .. . we qualified for the Nationals ... and we 
changed our name. The name change came with fifty percent c:i our 
players having joined the team within the last year. We went to the 
Nationals with the realization that once again inexperience would be a 
ru.jor factor. 

Although the Southern Region has serious competitive women's 
ultimate teams it is weak in the nurnl>er c1 teams and it is particularly 
lackin& in the number of tournaments being held each season. 
Increasing the number and qualityc:iwomen's teams and tournaments 
in the South, as well as across the country, will be beneficial to 
everyone involved. 

by Mandy Carreiro and Tammy Pellicane 

A Fishead stuff in the finals . 

FINALS: CONDORS VS. FISHEADS 

Due to wet ground in the UCSB Stadium, the game was held on what 
usually are the Condors' practice fields. As the men's semi-final games 
were completed, the perimeter c:i the women's finals gradually flooded 
with spectators as the 1984 National Ownpionship match was about 
to begin. 

The Fishies pulled to the Condors to start the game. The Condors 
felt confident and strong but knew that the Fishies would capitalize on 
any and every opportunity given them. The Fishies slapped on their 
effective zone that helped gain a 4-1 lead; a lead they maintained until 
the Condors tied at 7's and surged up 9-7 at half. 

The Condors scored the first three goals of the second half while both 
teams traded great blocks, numerous tum-overs, and excellent catches. 
The Fishes got two back to attain a 12-9 score; both teams went into a 
"diving war'' loolring for horizontal receptions at both ends of the field. 
The birds won the battle with two more goals. Then a couple c:i chucks 
thrown in by both teams brought the game to 16-10. 

The Fisheads knew they had to make their surge; their offense came 
aliveandyielded3 goals: 16-13. Finally, the sidelineswing(swoopand 
pummel?) went all the way downfield to end it. 18-1 3 Condors. So the 
Condors showing off in front of the hometown crowd, won the 
Nationa1J riabt in their own backyard! 

Kelly Green hits Noelle Lee vs . Fishies in prelims. 
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Continued fran pqe 1 s 
ultimate history) there were three prolonged arguments. This really 
detracted from the game and I felt embarrassed just watching it happen. 
What should be done about this? Should ~rs-bave the power to 
make calls soon after a dispute occurs in games d such importance as 
the National Finals? This would certainly reduce the time spent 
arguing but it would be at the cost of introducing active referees into the 
game. 

The arguments in the men's final highlights an interesting canparisoo 
that Steve Mooney mentioned to me. Women seem to argue much less 
than men do. For whatever reason this may be, men can learn a lesson 
about the 'spirit of the game' by watching the women play more often. 

great and I was glad I was there to see it, but it hurt not to be 
participating. Haunting memories d that final loss in the Regionals 
kept coming back to me and I tried to fend them off with thoughts d 
next year's Regionals ... there is always next year; for most of us. This 
brings up a moment during the tournament that is worth mentioning. At 
the party Sunday night a tribute, d sorts, was paid to a player who may 
have played his last season. The tribute was in honor ofT om Kennedy, 
someone who has worked for years in promoting the sport of ultimate. 
He deserves a lot of credit for what he has done for the sport and 
hopefully his efforts will not be forgotten. 

Throughout the tournament it was hard watching from the sidelines 
particularly since I had played in last year's Nationals. The action was 

The Nationals was well nm and all those involved in the organiz.ation 
and production of the tournament deserve many thanks from the 
ultimate world. Finally, congratulations to this year's national 
champions: the St. Louis Tunas and the Santa Barbara Condors! 

Continued from page 14 
freedom to call a foul whenever you wish, hoooow tempting. Of course 
the fatalities oocurin& during the riot after the USA-USSR Olympic 
final demonstrated the folly d self officiating. 

will not remember any d this because you will not have talked with me 
today. This will never have happened. Thanks for your cooperation, 
goodbye. 

T A Olympics? Deaths? T A Just a moment I was not by accident that we have meL I have 
been waiting for you. HH You see this time period's receptiveness to experimentation 

insured Ultimate's eventual popularity. Shorter stall counts, elimina
tioo d pulls after every score, substitutions on the fly, referees, 
linebeinga, eliminatioo of kick blocks, a minute clock similar to your 
professiooal basketball's 24 second clock, the outlawing d zone and 
sideline defcDICs, tiJnc limits between SQOTe8 and pulls, and much 
more. Many experiments were tried before Ultimate evolved into the 
universally popular game I play today, I mean tomorrow. 

HH Wha . . . What do you mean? 
T A You will do something at the party to change the future. That 
cannot be permitted. 
HH How do you know ... ? 
TA Yes,youseeiamfromyourfuture. Youwouldhavebrokenthe 
non-interference clause of your time travel contract. 

You will see. In the tournaments beginnina with the warming of your 
northern hemisphere there will be implemeotatioo d some eX these 
rules. But say I've .,t to 10 back to that party at Zelo Sunday night It 
was a good ooe. I will not return here after I go back in time again. You 

For punishment it has been determined that you will sit in on every 
captain's meeting in this world's upcoming Ultimate season. I am 
sorry. 
HH No! No! Anything but that! Aaaagh! 

Excerpted/rom December 2145 PLAYBEING Magazine. 

Financial Your 
Fun Adam Weishaupt 

Do you play on an ultimate team that can use 
1,000 dollars and five more BOod players? If 
you do then I have an answer for you-a 
raftle. It is a quick and easy way to achieve 
these pis. In this article I will outline the 
procedures to carry out an effective raftle for 
your team. I will talk about a raffle that can 
easily be nm by a college team, a little 
redefining is needed for clubs. 

First, 80 to your number ooe resource
your team-and ask Joe to set you a dinner 
for two, Mary two free hot tubs, and Paul 
three albums from their respective places d 
employment (these were just eumples; the 
names and occupatioos subject to change). 
Ask them to set signed gift certificates that 
can be redeemed at a later date. Now, when 
taJkin& to an employer or stray store owner, 
you explain about the raftle and teU them that 
their (the store's) name will be printed on the 
tickets. Just soin& to your team for prizes 
may be enough, but I always went out andp 
more prizes by soliciting the stores in the 
community. Of course you, the team, take 
anything offered, no prize is too amall. The 
more prizes you have, the more people win. 
The more people who win, the more they talk 
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about it that night in their dorms, cooversa
tioos such as -"man, I won an album today, 
I bought this frisbee raftle • • • " could be 
heard. This is the word being spread about 
frisbee, another great result d this raftle 
scam. So, if you get ten albums from State 
Discount, you pull it (when drawing for 
winners) as ten separate prizes. Generally, 
you will have gotten a couple d big headline 
prizes but you can also chip in forty dollars or 
80 for a keg to be used as a prize. 

Okay, next step for $25 or less you can get 
tickets printed. You can create your own 
tickets by drawing ten or so up on a sheet d 
peper and then m.imeograpbing the paper 
100 times or 80. This is the ultnleconanical 
style. You can also go to a printing store, talk 
deal, and get some fancy perforated ones. 

Generally, I would hokt the drawing for 
the raftle at a party, and, while selling the 
tickets, invite people to the party/drawing 
(this way whoever wins the beer has to drink 
it there). Next step I call "sell the team." 

First, d course, you have to make sure 
your team sells. I have two sugestioos, first 
say to the team members that our dues this 
year are $50 (or whatever amount you decide 
you would like to have each persoo bring in 
from the raftle) and you can either sell $50 
worth d tickets at $1 each or 3 or 2 dollars 
(you can't print uporseU toomanyticketa)or 
pay the difference out of pocket. All the 

tickets will be sokt. I guarantee it. So, $50 x 
20 players on your team is $1,000. Nice 
kitty. 

Okay, enter ... the dorms. 
I always chose the /reshml!n dorms. This 

is a great place to find players. So, you have 
entered the dorms ooe to sell raftles and two 
but honestly I'm not sure which is bisger to 
sell people the idea eX ultimate frisbee and get 
some talent to cane out to your practices. 
Generally when you visit a floor on a dorm, 
being the social conununity that it is, there 
will be four people sitting around in one 
room. So, you rap to them at the door about 
this raftle and a little about the team. Get 
yourself invited inside and get them to chip in 
four dollars to the cause for six tickets and 
maybe oome and visit a practice. The thing 
with freshmen is if you get one person, you 
pmerally get three and, even better, they stay 
oo the team as the new core for 4 years. Keep 
the team alive after you leave, I always say. 

Now, I could sell all my tickets in ooe night 
and get seven new recruits to boot. It worts 
like a charm. This can be a lot of fun and with 
enough interest can even lead to a donn 
intramural leque of which you pick all the 
best players from for the college team. 

Next article-How to start a team from 
scratch or "pbooe calls, throwing skills, 
qgravatioo." 

Cootinued from pqe 4 
cd'enaive plan of hard 20 yard pa.uea with a few crou-fiekt hammers, 
and were able to clo.e to 13-12. Their pasaina was very accurate, 
coosiderioa the cooditioos, but they weren't aettina the divin& catcbes 
that they relied on on Friday. The Gana's slug-it-out offense kept 
pna, and they were on the verp d winnin&. at 17-15, when the sun 
c.me out. That spelled the end for them, as Qlicqo IICOred 4 straight to 
win 19-17. 

That meant that two key games would decide wbo would be in the 
playofti. auca.> luld Pool Acl.incbed, but Kaboom! and Circus would 
play for the secood spot. In Pool B, the Coodor-Rudie game would be 
decilive. 

It was still miserable weather, and Circus started off as bad as they 
did apinJt auca.>, trailina Kaboom! 6-1. This game was probably 
the wont of the tournament in tenna d sportamanship. There were 
plenty of arpmenta, plenty d lppCala to observers, and one case of 
players grabbina each other, which fortunately was stopped before a 
fight could start. The most cootroversial call came late in the first half, 
when a Kaboom! called a double-team oo the Circus and threw the disc 
to the ground. At the Captain's meetin& it luld been decided that a 
player must call double-team ooce as a warning. wait for the defense to 
beck off, and then call double team apin before a violatioo occurs. The 
Kaboom! player didn't abide by these rules, so Circus claimed "that's a 
turnover," picked up the disc, and moved downfield for a goal. After a 
lona arpunent, the observers decided it wa.r in fact a turnover, but 
disallowed the pl. Accordina to the tournament rules that was the 
right decision, but 'Spiritdthe Game' suggests the Circus should have 
let Kaboom! keep the dilc. 

Circus was able to oome back to within 3 at the half, 10-7, but 
quickly fell behind 14-9. It looked like the end of the seasoo for them, 
but they weren't about to give up easily. Dan Weiss bombed to Mouse, 
wbo hit Rick Geyer for the goal. Kaboom! threw the wrong way oo a 
high atall count, and Circus closed to 14-11. Marty and Jessie came up 
with blocb, and suddenly it was 14-13. 

Kabooml finally scored ooe, but then had two unforced drops, and 
Circus Ud a 16-15 lelld.. After Brian Dobyn/bomb tied it, Mouse 
sprawled in the end zone to grab a deflected pass for a 17 -16lead. The 
rain luld stopped, and the sun came out. Brian O'Hea made a great 
divin& catch and hit Funk for the goal, and after Rick Geyer knocked 
away a pass in the end zone, Barney hit Howie for the pme winner. 
The Circus luld outscored Kaboom! 10-2 to qualify for the playoffs. 

Static luld one more chance, but the Tunas completed the sweep over 
the Mid-Atlantic champs, winnina easily, 19-6. The Condors handled 
Miami with similar ease, coasting to a 19-5 win. In a battle dwinless 
teams, the Fat Women edpd The Gang, 19-17. That meant the Mid
Atlantic was 0-8 for the tournament Watch out for them next year; in 
1982 the West went 0-8, but came back in 1983 to 10 7-1. 

That left one big game, the Rudies vs. the Condon. If the Condors 
won, they would sweep the pool and the Tunas would be second, but if 
the Rudiea could win thea the tbree teuDI would be tied at 3-1' IDd it 
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Rudie D. hangs tight against the Condors. 

would 80 down to points. Since the Tunas luld lott bia (19-9) to the 
Condors, that meant they would be the ooes to lose out. So the Tunas 
could do nothing but watch, and root for the Condors. 

The teams traded pis until blocks by Bob Austin and Bart Merrill 
gave the Condors a 5-3 lead. Leif Larsen hit Alan Cave to make it 5-4, 
and the Rudies called time ouL This was a rarity; most teams call time 
out only when things are goin& bad, but Moons felt that this was the 
time to remind the Rudies that they luld to win this pme. The Condors 
went up 8-5, but the Rudies came right back, with Moons hitting Keith 
and Kent for goals, and later finding Kent again to give the Rudies a 10-
9 half time lead. 

In the second half a terrific double rainbow spread over the Santa 
Barbara mountains. On the field Nick Donahue was making a great 
divin& catch for a 12-10 lead, and Joe Johnson made it 13-10. The 
Rudies seemed tired, and the Condors came back to tie at13-13. The 
teams kept tradin& pis until T'lDl Riviera .,t a block and threw a goal 
for a 16-14 Condor lead. The Rude Boy defense was tough , but the 
Condors were getting the breaks. Alan Cave p a divin& block, but it 
deflected into the air, and TK saved iL Guido hit Nick to make it 18-17, 
and Nick batted a Condor pass away, but Bob Austin grabbed if before 
it went out dbounds. The Rudie defense finally forced a turnover, and 
the Rudies tried to call timeout. However, they had already called all 
three timeouts; did this mean that, because the Rudie player put the 
disc down after calling time, that it would be a turnover, like in the 
Kaboom!-Circus game? This time there was no argument, and the 
Rudies put the disc in play. Nlck Dooahue was still hot, making two 
divin& catdlea, but the Rudiea just missed on a throw into the end.zooe. 
The Condors marched right back up the fiekt and Austin hit 
Tommy Lewis with an upside-down 'Gag' throw for the game-winner, 
19-17. 
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Windy D . was just rwt there against the Tunas. 

Sewlfluh 
Sunday brought a return eX reasonable weather: 68°, clear, with a 

light breeze. Dan Roddick said be thought one day of miserable 
weather was about right for a championship. The Natiooal Champ 
should be able to win in all kinds of weather. 

The semifinals turned out to be rematches of the Central and 
Western Regionals, with Circus lOin& qainst the Condon, and Windy 
Oty fiCin& the Tunas. The finals was guaranteed to be a Central-West 
match, just like last year. 

The Condors took the pull and scored, but Circus p the next 3. Both 
teams luld troubles on offense. Circus kept the two goal lead up to 9-7. 
In the Western Regionals, Circus defense bottled the Condors up on 
the sideline, and they tried vainly to force it up the sideline. This time, 
the Condon changed their strategy, trying to throw croesfiekt more 
qainst the sideline, but they weren't any more effective. They threw 
one away oo a crou-field upside-down throw, and Steve CourlanaP a 
block for the Circus. Suddently it was 11-7 at halftime. 

Circus scored a big upwind pi on a crossfield Siegel-Oeyer blade 
to open the second half. The Condors threw two more away qainst the 
sideline trap and dropped ooe, and all of a sudden it was 16-9. F'mally, 
the Condors scored, and were able to aet their defensive team oo the 

-. 
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Condor D. by Marty Crowe blocks a Circus pass . 

field. This time they made things happen. and pulled to within 3 at 16-
13. Mike McQuill8n hit Mouse to end the Condor streak. The Condors 
had chances to come closer, but had 5 more turnovers, and feU behind 
20-16. The defense was still tough, but the Circus finally scored when 
Tony Z., stalled to an 11 count, lofted a desperation pass into the 
endzone. Bob Sick pulled it down for the victory. 

Meanwhile, the Tunas were playing Windy city. After 2 turnovers 
by each team, the Tunas scored first. Chicago threw one away on their 
goal line, and it was 2...(), then 3...(), The Tuna throw-df went out of 
bounds and never came back, so Chicago only had to go 10 yards for 
their first goal, 3-1. Chicago was trying to deny the sidearm throw from 
the main Tuna handlers, Heimann and Parrish. These teams had 
played each other so many times before, they knew just what they had 
to do to win. Chicago got two interceptions on long Tuna passes, and 
tied it, 3-3. The teams kept trading goals, with Chicago finally taking 
the lead when Mike Glass chased a pass down the sideline and made an 
acrobatic dive into the corner, twisting his body in just the right way to 
get over the goal line, stay in bounds, and still catch the disc. The Tunas 
came right back to take an 11-9 lead at halftime. 

The teams kept trading goals in the second half, and it went to 16-13 
Tunas. Then Chicago stalled the Tunas on their own goal line, and 
scored easily. O'Dowd JOt a block on a long Tuna throw, and Joey hit 
Mike Glass to make it 16-15. Chicago had plenty d chances, but 
turned it over seven times in a row, and it was 20-15 Tunas. Both teams 
looked a little tired, and passes were going just a little too far for 
receivers to reach. The Tunas throw-off went out the back of the end 
zone, and they were able to set up the defense, force a turnover, and 
throw in the winning goal. Chicago had looked good in sweeping their 
pool, but for the second time in a row they were beat by their midwest 
rivals. Were these two semifinals upsets? In each case, the pool winner 
lost, but in each case the regional champ won. 

Lacing it in , Windy's Mike Glass gets one in semis. 
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Flaala 
The finals started with a great display d Ultimate. The Circus 

pulled, and put it right in the corner of the eodzooe. The Tunas got two 
passes up the sideline, and when a defender slipped, a long cross-field 
goal made it 1-0. Circus took four throws to score, and St. Louis did the 
same thing, throwing four passes up the sideline, and scoring on a bomb 
to Randy Ricks. Dan Weiss bombed to Rick Geyer, and then St. Louis 
had the game's first turnover, a drop in the eodzooe, making it 3-2 
Circus. Tcm Heimann hit Randy again to tie, and the teams continued 
to trade goals. 

A Tuna bomb was knocked away by Alan Siegal, but a foul was 
called, and Dough Parrish threw in another goal. Circus got the 2 goal 
lead back at 7-5 when a Tunas player swatted a Tony Z pass throw out 
of bounds. It curved back in, and Frisco was able to grab it in the 
eodzooe. 

O'Hea and Heimann traded blocks before St. Louis scored, then 
Rambeau threw the tyinJ goals. On the next play, a Tuna mixup left 
Jersey Joe uncovered. Dan hit him long, and Jerz hit Masher, but then 
dropped the return throw in the end zone. Heimann tossed a 60-yarder 
to Randy Ricks to make it 9-8 Tunas. The teams traded turnovers 
before Funk hit Geyer to tie again. It was Randy Ricks for the Tunas 
pulling in bombs to give St. Louis leads of 10-19, 11-10 at the half, and 
then 13-11. 

Tim Duggan (St . Louis) misses but Mike McQuillan drops in 
finals . 

The Circus was right back in it when Mike got a block and hit Rick 
1oog for another goal. At this point, Circus went into a zone defense. It 
worked, as St. Louis turned it over 3 times before Marvin Lamb hit 
Funk to tie at 14-14. After a quick score by Randy Ricks, there wu 
another marathon point, with four turnovers by each team before 
McQuillan hit Geek with a C1'08~field blade. Geek's catch "partially" 
made up for his 2 turnovers on the point. After another Tuna goal the 
Circus threw ooe away, and Tommy threw a long hammer for an 18-16 
lead. Funk answered with a hammer to Geyer, and Circus then tried the 
zone again. Apin Funk got the block in the end zone, but Rick Linck 
iJlt it back for St. Louis, and Doug Parrish hit Dee Rimbeau. Circus 
was losing because they were giving St. Louis two chances to score. 
Circus looked a little tired, and the Tunas used their speed to play 
close, tough D. They were shutting down both the short cuts and the 
loo& strikes that Circus had used effectively in the first half. Finally 
Circus got back on the scoreboard with a bomb from Mike to Geyer, to 
pull within 1 at 19-18. The Circus would have to make their move soon. 
The Circus got another chance when the Tunas overthrew a receiver, 
but they spoiled their chance when Steve missed Howie in the end 
zone. The Tunas called time out. 

Dee Rambeau extends for a Tuna pass. 

When play resumed, the Tunas were able to work it to Rimbeau in 
the eodzooe for a 2(}..18lead. On the next pull the first throw from Tony 
to Dan went a little too far, Rick Li.nck intercepted, and promptly hit 
Jack Curran for the game winner. 

For the Tunas, it was a great defensive effort. Everyone was tough, 
but Tim Duggen, Randy Drake, and Dee Rimbeau deserve special 
notice. The Tuna's won because their defense was as good as it had to 
be; they got the disc when they needed it. On offense, it was Heimann 
and Parrish controlling as usual. Each played about 8096 of the game, 
with Tom throwing for 7 goals, Doug for 6. The other handlers were 
Rick Linck, Steve Walters, and Bob Hammann. On the receiving end, 
Randy Ricks stood out with 6 goals. Randy is a fonner volleyball 
player, and leaps to about 11 '6". George Spentzos and Dee Rimbeau 
added 5 goals each. The key for these receivers was not leaping ability 
but speed. Because Circus plays the sideline trap defense, long 
receivers are usually left a few steps open if the thrower can get off a 
cros~field pass. With St. Louis' receivers, there was no chance for the 
Circus defenders to catch up. Jack Curran also deserves mention as an 
aU-around player for the Tunas. 

Despite aU this talent, the big difference for the Tunas, the factor that 
made them National Champs, is their commitment to work as a team. 
Tom Heimann has done an incredible job over the years of organizing 
the team. Each player has a role to fill, and while the team structure 
may not be democratic, it clearly works. 

Tommy Heimann sheilds Funk (Circus)for a catch in the finals. 

Circus has a much more balanced attack, but they also have two top 
handlers, Dan Weiss, who threw 4 goals, and Mike McQuillan, who 
threw 5. Other handlers on offense were Bob Sick, Tony Zweig, and 
Peter Martin. When the defense was on the field, Tom Funkhauser and 
Alan Siegal became important handlers. Rick Geyer caught an 
amazing 9 goals; half the team's total. 

Last year Circus used a wide-q)en offense, where every player was a 
potential handler. In fact, they didn't even bother to assign positions. 
This year's team has adopted the Stanford offense, one of the most 
regimented offenses around (and one of the most successful). On 
defense, they rely heavily in the sideline trap. The defense was the key 
to beating the Condors, and St. Louis was very impressed with the 
Circus D. Heimann felt the Circus would not have been fast enough to 
keep up with his team in a straight man-to-man defense, but the trap 
was "like playing a man-to-man in a zone situation." 

The Circus sideline forcing tough passes, here St . Louis misses . 

One thing that detracted from the game, and from the whole 
tournament, was the excessive number of arguments. Everyone who 
has played Ultimate has seen calls that he disagrees with. Suppose a 
receiver makes a bad foul call. You contest it, the disc goes back to the 
thrower, and play continues. There's no significant stop in play, and no 
time to get angry. In the Nationals, things were different. When a foul 
call was made, the defender had three choices: accept the call, contest 
it, or appeal to the observer. The problem with this is not only that 
bringing in the observer leads to a long stop in play, but more 
importantly it puts opposing players in argumentative roles. The 
more they argue, the more each player becomes convinced that he is 
right, and that the opponent is trying to cheat him. Players then start to 
look for ways to get even. the arguments escalate, and payback calls 
resuh. 

We would all like to see the "spirit of the game" previa! over negative 
"win at all costs" attitudes. It seems to me that it would be good to have 
the rules discourage arguments, rather than relying on human nature 
alone. It also seems that the use of observers in this year's Nationals 
promoted arguments more than it resolved them. 

Despite the arguments, both teams agreed that it was a fair, clean 
(but physical) game. The fans saw quality Ultimate, and although the 
predominantly Californian crowd was supporting the Circus, Ultimate 
players everywhere can be proud of the Tunas as National Champions. 

Pool A 
OJ.icago 
Circus 
Kaboom! 
Fat Women 
Gang 

FlaaJ Pool Staadlap 
Pool B 

4-0 Condors 
3-1 Tunas 
~2 Rudies 
1-3 Miami 
0-4 Static 

4-0 
3-1 
2-2 
1-3 
0-4 

2 
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Dear Bart, 
I have ~nan active member of the U.P.A. 
since 1980. My interest in the sport of 
Ultimate grew my sopbcmore year at Wmooa 
State University (Winona, Minnesota) play
ing for the Mississippi Valley Kling-Onz. a 
team which has represented our section at the 
regional tournament since 1977. 

After graduating from oollege in November 
c:l 1981, my interest in playing Ultimate 
decreased because of no active team in my 
area. I did play a little bit during the fall and 
winter of 1983 with the Minneapolis Terra
pins, but haven't really played since then. 

This past year, I've worked as a sectional 
director-organizing the tournament dates 
and putting toJetber a list of teams in our 
section (MN-WI-S~~UPPER Ml). In 
oursectionofthecentralregionthereismuch 
wort and orpnization needed to improve 
Ultimate in our area. 

About a month before the 1984 fall season, 
I only had about ~half c:l the teams 
addresses in our section. Tbere are at the 
most only twelve teams in our section of 
which only four teams (Madiaoo-Wmona
Mpls.-SL Qoud) have been active since 
Ultimate began in this area (1977). A solution 
would be: each team being respona1ble to 
contact sectional directors with a person's 
name/ address for each upcoming season c:l 
play. 

I believe other sectional directors can 
relate to this problem c:l correspondence 
amoopt collep teams. It is no easy task to 
reach teams with Ultimate information for 
the upooming season or seascos. 

I strongly wish those playing the sport of 
Ultimate would support the sportc:lUltimate. 
If our sport is to grow more than it is now, we 
need to have every player join the U.P.A. 
The U .P .A. is our catalyst of strength in 
improving, supporting and organizing the 
sport of Ultimate. 

Also, communication plays a big part of a 
successful season for Ultimate. I would like 
to encourage all teams to obtain a post office 
box so that from year-to-year the addresses 
would stay the same. It costs a great deal of 
time and money to track each team's organi
zer down. Again, I believe other sectional 
directors can relate to this matter. 

Where is the sport of Ultimate going to be 
in the future without increased communica
tion and individual support of the game? 

Let's all help to make the sport c:lUltimate 
grow to its potential. Join the U.P.A. today. 

Swift Flights, 
Bill Ashton 
Sectional Director 
(MN-WI-S~~UPPER Ml) 
Central Region 

Letten to the Editor 
, 

"WHOSE ULTIMATE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS" 

The recent boycott c:l the 1984 Olympic 
games by the Soviet Union and other Eastern 
bloc natioos was the subject of a S/3/84 New 
York Tunes article entitled, "Politics have 
swpassed Idealism at the Olympics," by 
Frank Litzky. Reading the article, I found a 
few points which have parallels in the sport c:l 
Ultimate. The sport is entering a rapid 
growth period. If Ultimate is to continue to 
grow, with its ideals intact. we must protect 
them. 

In his article Mr. Litzky states, "Indeed 
once they were primarily for the athletes and 
politics were relatively minor. But more and 
more consideration for the athletes has be
cane secmdary to consideration c:i politics." 
Now I know the Russians never boyootted an 
ultimate tournament but I see issues like 
"corporate spooaorship" or "NCAA" as 
potential hazards for the game. Take for 
instance last year's, "Crown Royal Ultimate 
Championships." "Whose Ultimate 
Championships?" I asked myself. Consid
eration for the athletes has become secondary 
to consideration of . . . remember? How 
aboot stopping the finals c:i a tournament for a 
fifty foot sandwich (World Flying Disc 
Championships 1983). As far as the NCAA 
is coocemed let us be wary c:l their 
"acceptance" of the sporL As much as I 
would like to see Ultimate grow at the 
collegiate level, the NCAA's ideas c:l the 
game may differ substantially from our own. 
Olympic gold medalist Bruce Furniss had 
this to say about the current state of the 
Olympics, "Guys wbo can't jump five feet 
are making all the decisions." Let's not let 
this happen to Ultimate. 

Litzky quotes decathloner Bill Toomey, 
"The interaction of the athletes not the 
politicians is what the Olympics are all 
about." I can't think of a better definition for 
the spirit of Ultimate. The spirit is what 
makes the interaction of the players, on and 
off the field, a special one. We should always 
strive to preserve this without regard for how 
much liquor it will sell or how long a 
sandwich it will make. The difference be
tween preserving the ideals of a 8p(Xt founded 
in 1967 and putting up with what's left after 
those, "Who can'tjump five feet" have their 
way with it may lie in what's decided right 
now. Remember the Ultimate spiriL 

Dan Hyslop 

Recently, it has come to my attention that 
many people feel shy, withdrawn, perhaps 
intimidated by the idea c:iwriting something 
for the U.P.A newsletter. 

Now, hypothetically speaking, c:l course, 
if you, that means John or Mary Ultimate 
player, were to write something. what would 
that something be? 

Seeing that the ~ tourneys will be 
covered we1l get back to you-an individual 
involved in the vast U.P.A. network. If you 
live in Boston, how about a history of Boston 
ultimate, B.U. or any college scene there? I 
don't know about these things. I grew up in 
Jersey, Exit 4. How about Florida ultimate? 
There are many possibilities concerning the 
history c:l our sport. Then there are articles 
about fundraising and starting teams, how to, 
what the experiences were like starting a 
given team. Next are other how to articles 
like different zone defenses or specific c:l
fenses to use against zones. Discussions of 
rule changes or new ways to rank teams. 
Basically we need more communication. 
Sectional coordinators are in unique roles to 
drum up articles. Talk to teams within your 
section. We need to reach people wbo will 
send in their pictures or thoughts about rules, 
reminisce about playing with time instead of 
points (like the time Glassboro four cornered 
the disk for the last 3 minutes in an Eastern 
final against Michigan State). Which brings 
up more article possibilities-a history of the 
Midwest or Michigan State or the &stems. 
Who's going to write all this stutl'? People. A 
fun way to write is to get together with friends 
have a few beers and ~torm. 

Six years after starting to play this wonder
ful sport I'm still playing and I realize that I 
am in my life and so are the friends I've gone 
down the line with. We need to mobilize our 
resources. 

If you can get 
something done, don't wait till you get asked, 
go out and create a position for yourself. 
Every person in ultimate will be indebted to 
yoo if you can raise our computer or get 
something like group rates forever from an 
airline when we all Oy to meet each other. 

More articles, more communication, it is 
time for everyone to get involved. If your 
tourney is not covered, it is not the news
letter at faulL It cannot pay a writer to do iL It 
must be covered from within. Make sure it is 
getting done. Take interest Help us all get 
better. 

Alan Siegel 

An example of a type c:l article that you might 
write can be found elsewhere in this issue. 
See Weishaupt. 

WHAM-0 
Wishes to Congratulate 

the 1984 UPA National Champs 

Santa Barbara Women Condors 
and 

____ St._Louis_Pantera' s_Tuna'uo ___ ___, 

.. 
" Since 1948 " 
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